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BIZTECH Panelists fire
up global. .warming Issues
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Managing Editor
Find out If your old computer
can handle Windows Vista.
The topic centers around change.
Change in global climate and in the
actions of the world populace.
The consensus of The Frank
Church Conference on Public
Affairs panelists Monday in the
Jordan Bal1room at the Boise State
University Student Union Building
was that the earth is undergoing a
change, and that it is the duty of the
American society to adapt to that
change. The precursors to Former
U.S. Vice President Al Gore met In
the SUB to discuss issues that not
only affect global warming, but sub-
jects and methods by which we can
adjust our society to affect change
in the climate of politics, policy and
daily life.
OPINION----------------------------
PAGE 6
After celebrating his 26th
birthday, Edltor-In-Chlef Drew
Mayes looks back and reflects
on 25 life lessons.
CULTURE----------------------------
Idaho Dance Theatre's "Pure
Passion" premieres tonLght. The
Arbiter also provides a sneak
peek at The Lunar New Year
Festival this weekend.
What you can do
The panelists gave the usual so-
lutions, which we have known for
years. Recycle damn itl Every time
you re-use a fabric or product, you
are not using something for the first
time, and hence save more for the
future. You can recycle hundreds
of products. Glass can be recycled
an infinite number of times. Every
piece of paper you use came from
a tree, which had to be cut down,
which' then doesn't recycle C02 into
oxygen and hence doesn't help cure
the problem of global warming and
C02 density in the atmosphere.
Conserve water and power by us-
ing it less. Use energy- efficient light
bulbs and don't leave the sink run-
ning. 'fum off the lights when you
leave a room. These are simple so-
lutions, but each only helps a tiny
bit. What is really needed is social
change in the cultural atmosphere
of America, the country with by far
the largest "global footprint." The
footprint is calculated by showing
how much of the world's resources
the Unites States uses.
The largest fear among the panel-
ists is not just that our country uses .
the most resources; but that devel-
oping countries want to live Ilke we
do, and hence, are also consuming
resources at rapid paces.
SPORTS----------------------------
..
K
PAGE 10
Get your update on the recent
women's basketball success
and meet Bronco track and field
sensation Elena Kafourou.
ARBITERONLINE.COM----------------------------
Listen to Shannon Morgan In
the latest edition of "Turn It up"
where she Interviews Idaho
musician Chris Lucas.
WEATHER
Affects of global wanning
Despite the dispute over what is
actual1y causing global warming,
whether or not it is caused by hu-'
man activity and the tons of C02
we produce every year, it is in cleat-
effect that the temperature of our
planet is rising.
The average world temperature
lastyearwas58.2 degrees F,the high-
est on record. The most evidenced of
examples given at the Frank Church
Conference is the changes taking
place. in Glacier National Park in
Northern Montana.
The glaciers for which the. park
earned its name are shrinking,
some to level that they are no lon-
ger considered glaciers at all. Of the
nearly 60 glaciers noted at the park's
inception in the early 1900s, only 29
remain. Al Gore hiked the Grinnel1
Glacier in the park in 1997. No one
can today. It's 90 percent gone. The
ice is melted; the layers of ice that
took 8,000 years to form are now
grasslands and forests. The ancient
tundra is disappearing and in its
place new forests are forming.
That doesn't sound Ilke such a bad
thing, but with less Ice and water re-
tention, the forests below and in the
.park are drier and hence more vola-
tile, therefore at risk to widespread .
fire, a facet of forest management
that was nonexistent 100 years ago:
.The glaciers are poignant examples
of cIlmate change because they are
stagnant and immobile, . .
-They are simply a lump ofice that
sits there and responds to climate
change," Global Change Research,
Coordinator of the U.S. geologic
Survey at Glacler National Park
Daniel Fagre Sliid."We're watching'
.. tllemdisappear.- .'
Consider. the .glaciers. as storage'
facilitles for water.When the water
'lJleltS, ·It leaves the mountlllnsllDd:.t@\'els downStrwn.The tempera-'
:tureintbemountalnsireimlSrises
WmdtIieo~,'Wbichrieed
)JlelowtemPeiilfure lO.sumve (and
::Se~C:hurch[page4l
----------------------------
TUESDAY
High: 41F / Low 27F
i'~~:)i:~<,,~\'~...' !'\,.,
WEDNESDAY
High: 41F / Low 24F
ON CAMPUS----------------------------
Sorority Recruitment Week
Jan. 25-28
Time: 5:30 p.rn. each night -
Saturday: 2:30 p.m.
Location: Hatch A - Saturday:
Lookout Room
Questions? Contact Devin Laky
at DevlnLaky@cableone.net
FRIDAY
Gala Dinner and Auction
Time: 6:30-9:30 p.m. Jan. 26
Location: The RoseRoom, 714
W. Idaho Street
Cost: Tickets are $25
Contact: Call 426-2700
The gala wlll feature a wildlife
auction and dinner, and
conceptual plans for an outdoor
education and Interpretive
program atBarber Poolwill be.
unveiled. Proceedswill support
conservation efforts by tile ..
Idaho Bird.Observatory at the
Barber Po9I.site;
VVORLD
Violence continues in Iraq
A license plate from a car regis-
tered to Iraq's minister of trade was .
found on an SUVused by the gun-
men who killed five American sol-
diers in the city of Karbala, an Iraqi
police official said.
Maj. Gen. Qais al Maamuri, a
police commander in Hilla, said
the plate had been stolen from a
BMW that belongs to Abdul Falah
al-Sudani, a member of the Shiite
Muslim Dawa Party. He said Sudani
wasn't a suspect In the attack ..
The link, however, deepened the
mystery surrounding the Saturday
attack as the second double-car
bombing in Baghdad in seven days
provided additional evidence that
it will be difficult to.quell the vio-
lence, even with the additional U.S.
troops President Bush is sending to
Iraq.
The bombing killed at least 88
people in a crowded market in
central Baghdad near the fortified
Green Zone, where U.S. and Iraqi
officials live and work. Police said
a man left a parked car with its en-
gine running in the Bab al-Sharqi
neighborhood and told passers-by
he was making a quick stop to do
some shopping before he disap-
peared into the marketplace, where
vendors sell DVDs, used clothing,
fruits and vegetables.
Afewminutes later the car (which
police said was packed with some
200 pounds of explosives) deto-
nated, sending debris and body
parts flying. As the crowd rushed
to escape, a second car exploded,
wounding and killing dozens more.
Police put the number of injured
at 160,and they were rushed to hos-
pitals throughout Baghdad, where
once again mothers and fathers
searched for their sons and daugh-
ters among the corpses that over-
flowed the buildings.
At the Ibn al-Nafees hospital,
women keened in the courtyard as
the wounded, pierced with shrap-
nel and reeking of burned flesh,
waited for help.
A mechanic who'd been shaken
by the explosion ran out to see what
had happened. He found cars burn-
ing and body parts scattered across
the bloodstained pavement.
"I can't stand it anymore: said
Brahmin Mohammed. "Idon't think
there is a security plan. In fact.Ilfe
Is becoming worse because the
head ofthe fish Is rotten," he said,
referencing to an Iraqi proverb that
describes a corrupt government.
In a statement, Prime Minister
Nouri al-Malikl vowed to bring the
perpetrators to justice. He made
the same promise last Tuesday af-
ter more than 70 people were killed
outside Mustansiriyah University
In a double bombing that resem-
bled this last bombing.
Maliki blamed the attack on "ter-
rorists and ..Saddamists," a refer-
ence to the largely Sunni Insurgents
who've been battling with Shiite mi-
litiamen, who're accused ofkidnap-
ping dozens of Sunnis daily, killing
them and dumping their bodies.
U.S. officials confirmed Monday
that five Americans were killed in
Saturday's attack, but they revealed
no information about how the gun-
men obtained a top Iraqi official's
license plate, U.S. and Iraqi army
uniforms and Identification cards
and vehicles like the ones used to
carry U.S. officials. Most Iraqi offi-
cials live in the American-protected
Green Zone, where entry is strictly -
.controlled. If the license plate was-
tolen from Sudani's car inside the
Green Zone, that would suggest an
inside job.
American soldiers frequently
complain that sympathetic Iraqi
police and soldiers tip off targets
of raids in advance, but Iraqi offi-
cials marveled at the brazenness of
Saturday's attack in Karbala, a city
controlled by Shiites.
The attackers stormed the pro-
vincial headquarters just as a U.S.
military civil affairs team was
meeting with local leaders. Using
familiar Chevrolet Suburbans and
at least one Toyota Land Cruiser,
they roared through checkpoints
without stopping. Iraqi officials
said they wore American and Iraqi
military uniforms, brandished
American and Iraqi IDs and carried
American weapons.
The attack was so well executed
that Karbala provincial officials at
first accused the Americans of raid-
ing the headquarters.
Details remained confused after
the bombing. Vehicles used In the
attack were found abandoned on
the side of the road near the farms
of a pro-Saddam Sunni tribe, the
E1buAlwan, One was found parked
in a driveway in the city ofHilla.
At least one man, 'the owner of
the house where one of the vehicles
was found, has been arrested.
'Police said clues point to the Elbu
Alwan tribe, but they couldn't say
why the planners of such a sophis-
ticated attack would abandon their
vehicles near their own homes.
One man who was apprehended
near HlIIa after the attacks told po-
lice that "high officlals" had aided
in the attack, according to a police
official who asked not to be named
because he wasn't authorized to re-
lease details oft he investigation.
Violence also claimed the lives
of 12 people in Diyala province
when a bomb blew up near a Shiite
mosque. Gunmen in the Shiite port
city of Basra assassinated a liquor
ship owner.
Shiite legislators said they ex-
pected "terrorists" to set off more
bombs in an effort to undermine
the latest Baghdad security plan.
"I expect more explosions in
crowded places," said Ali al-Adeeb,
a Shiite legislator.
Average Iraqis simply expressed
dismay.
"We are a sinking people grasp-
ing at straws," said one employee
at a hospital where wounded were
being treated who asked not to be
identified for security reasons.
NATIONAL.
Cheaper oil appears
certain for the next year
After a year of oil prices so high
that analysts warned they might hit
$100 a barrel soon, prices are fail-
ing, financial speculators are run-
ning for the exits and analysts are
"You have the possibility for a
significant break in prices," agreed
Bill O'Grady, assistant director of
market analysis for A.G. Edwards
and Sons, a financial services com-
pany.
Still, O'Grady cautioned, con-
sumers shouldn't expect energy
prices to stay low for long.
"What a consumer is really look-
ing at is a world where oil prices
are.going to be a lot more volatile,"
he said.
"It is a world where there's just a
lot more risk on both sides. When
consumers hear risk they think
of prices going up. When produc-
ers hear risk, they hear prices go-
ing down. And they're both right."
cheaper and lower. the costs of
shipping packages.
Predicting future oil prices de-
pends not only on production
and consumption trends but also
on money managers who have
pumped billions of dollars into
contracts for future oil delivery.
These. institutional investors
include hedge funds, investment
pools for the very wealthy, as
well as companies that man-
age pension funds and 40I(k)
retirement plans. ,
1\vo decades ago, oil was largely
sold by producers to direct users
such as airlines, trucking compa-
nies and manufacturers, who took
delivery of the oil.
Today, more. than 500 financial
"energy funds" buy and sell con-
tracts for future delivery of oil, or
futures.
These investors have put any-
where from $70 billion to $150 bil-
lion into oil trading in recent years,
according to estimates.
They don't want the oil; they just
want to profit from trading in it.
"Once oil leaves the ground,
whether it is in Saudi Arabia or in
Texas, it is in the hands of specu-
lators," said Fadel Gheit, an en-
ergy analyst in New York for
Oppenheimer and Co., a financial
services firm.
When global production was
barely sufficient to meet demand,
oil prices rose on the slightest hic-
cup in politically unstable oil-pro-
ducing nations .such as Nigeria or
even tiny Ecuador.
Oil peaked at $78.10 a barrel last
July.
Today, the question is how far
prices might fall, and institution-
al investors may hold the answer.
With oil prices falling, their invest-
ments face growing risk.
"If pension funds decide they
don't want to take the risk any-
more and bail out, we could see
prices go a hell of a lot lower," said
Philip Verleger, an oil economist
who's gained a reputation for early
warnings on oil-price swings. "I
think prices could dip below $30 [a
barrel]. It really depends on what
these pension funds do."
World/National/What the? stories courtesy of MCT Campus Wire 5ervlCeSunJessotberwlse credited· Local/B.SU
'stories are courtesy of the BoIse State Web site at \¥WW.botsestate.edu •.A11 stDries are complied by News Woters.
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WHAT THE?
Sup, dude, I mean officer
Police in Chicago pulled over a
man for running a stop sign and
. found 92 pounds of marijuana
in his car.
They decided to search the veld-
cle because he was smoking a joint
when they stopped him.
What kind of man are you?
Amajor executive with awife and
three kids went trolling for some
partnerships on the Internet.
He hooked up with a 22-year-
old woman who, while extort-
ing $125,000 from him, wrote
surprisingly self-righteous notes
demanding the money:
She called him "disgusting" for
"what you've done to your wife:
Pay no attention to the man
in the telephone booth
Aman was thrown out of a strip
club in Columbus, Ohio, and re-
sponded by phoning in a bomb
threat.
Unfortunately for him, the club
has Caller ID and the bouncer
was able to trace the call to a nearby
pay phone.
SAT "1-27 HARD ROCK
THE MALADIES-
GUERRILLA WRENCH
DIRTY ROOSTER LOLLIPOP
SPROCKETS SUB*VERT'
EVOLOGIC THE S"IND"ICATE
pondering whether oil could fall
below $30 a barrel by spring.
Oil cost $41 a barrel on average
in July 2004, when its price began
its long climb.
It's not farfetched to think that it
might fall back to that soon. Back
then, gasoline sold nationally for
about $1.90 a gallon. There's no
guarantee that it'll happen again,
but several factors point to at least
a fewmonths oflower oil and gaso-
line prices.
Oil production globally is no
longer drum-tight. A warm winter
eased demand and a mild hurri-
cane season allowed damaged pro-
duction to come back on line. That
weakens sellers.
Oil producers are in some disar-
ray now that it's a buyer's market.
A few vocal OPEC members
want to cut production to shore up
slumping prices, but OPEC's most
important producer, Saudi Arabia,
has nixed that for now.
Saudi Arabia now boasts three
million barrels per day of spare
production capacity, after two
years when global oil supplies
barely could match demand.
Some analysts suggest private-
ly that Saudi opposition to OPEC
cuts is based more on politics
than business.
The Saudis, they say, want to
starve rival Iran of needed oil rev-
enues because Saudi rulers are
Sunni Muslims and increasingly
worried about Iran's backing offel-
low Shiite Muslims who rule Iraq.
Lower prices will spell relief at
the pump for American consum-
ers, at least for the short term.
Oil dipped briefly below $50 a
barrel last week and, after volatile
trading, closed at $51.13. Gasoline
prices lag falling oil prices by a
few weeks, but the AAA Motor
Club reported Monday that the
nationwide average for a gallon of
unleaded gasoline stood at $2.16.
That's down 18 cents from just a
month ago.
Falling oil prices make it cheap-
er to drive, heat a home, run an air-
line or deliver packages overnight.
Lower oil prices, if sustained,
should make airline tickets
_____ ~ _.__._ J_a_n.:._u_a_r~y_2_5___.:.._2_0_0_.7~
Phi Kappa.Phi holds annual writing contest
BY J 0 SLY N SALOW zation, 'grammar, spelling, read-
News Writer ability, flow, originality and cre-
ativity.
One student from each col-
lege will win the contest. A fac-
ulty member must nominate the
paper, but students may initiate
. the process.
The only thing required of the
faculty member is to fill out a nom-
ination form, which are located in
each department's office.
Membership in Phi Kappa Phi is
not a requirement for faculty nom-
inating student papers.
According to Heidi Reeder, fac-
ulty member in the Department
of Communication and Public
Relations and officer of Phi Kappa
Phi, any faculty member can nom-
inate the papers. Reeder also com-
mented on the opportunity that
this competition poses for stu-
dents.
"A lot of students write a paper
and get their grade, then it doesn't
really go anywhere. This is a way
for it to go a little bit farther. They
are getting an award for it, they
are getting acknowledged at the
The Boise State University
chapter of Phi Kappa Phi is hold-
ing the Wallace G. Kay Annual
. Student Writing Contest. Any up-
per-division student who wrote an
outstanding paper in the spring,
summer, or fall semester of 2006
has the option to submit it to
the contest. The deadline for
submission is Tuesday, Jan. 30.
Student winners will be noti-
fied by mid March and recog-
nized during the Phi Kappa
Phi initiation ceremony on
April 15,2007. Each winner will re-
ceive an award of $200.
The format of submitted papers
should be formatted in a style com-
monly found among scholarly jour-
nals in the disciplines represented
by each college. Submissions (in-
cluding notes, appendices and
bibliography) may not exceed IS
pages.
Only the title page should con-
tain the student's name. Papers
will be judged on content, -organi-
" A. .lot of students write a paper and
get their grade, then it doesn't really go
anywhere. This is a way for it to go a little
bit farther. They are getting an award for
it, they are getting acknowledged. , ,
- Heidi Reeder
public relations officer
for Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Kappa Phi Induction Ceremony
and they get $200 oo. I think it is
a way for them to get acknowl-
edgement that their work is truly
superior," Reeder said.
Reeder also offered some con-
structive advice for students.
"Excellent student papers are re-
ally well organized so that their ar-
gument or their Information really
communicates something to the
reader.i.having an interesting top-
Textbook ttbrarv stocks'
shelves with used books
BY JESSICA CHRISTENSEN
News Editor
Each semester, students all
over gear-up for classes by getting
schedules organized and purchas-
ing necessary materials. Among
.the essential materials are text-
books, which are not always af-
fordable for all college students.
The Associated Students ofBoise
State University's Textbook Library
opened Fall 2006. It has already
acquired 220 usable textbooks
through donations.
The textbook library began as
an initiative by ASBSU'sSecretary
of Public Relations and the
Coordinator of the library Taylor
Newbold.
.Currently housed in Albertson's
Library, the selection of textbooks
offers solutions for students who
cannot afford to buy new or used
.textbooks.
"The success of the program is
threefold: the support of the Boise
State Bookstore, the support of
Albertson's Library and the sup-
port of students who made dona-
tions last semester," Newbold said.
Additional donations for the
newly-founded textbook library
are always encouraged and wel-
comed at any time during the se-
mester.
Both faculty and staff can donate
either new or old editions of text-
books.
Students have the ability to
check out the textbooks, but since
the books are placed on reserve at
the library there is a time lImil for
how long each book can be checked
out by students. Additional growth
and the success of the textbook li-
brary can be attributed to the help
of students and staff of Boise State.
"The growth of the textbook li-
brary cannot continue without the
help of all instructors who want
to ensure the success of their stu-
dents and without the pressure of
students to ensure that their in-
structors provide them with avail-
able textbooks when possible,"
Newbold said.
Donations can be made to
the reserve section of the li-
brary, or by bringing textbooks
to the ASBSU offices located
in the Student Union Building.
Any additional questions can
be addressed to Taylor Newbold
at 426-1440 or at
rriedia@boisestate.edu.
ic, yet also having it organized in a
way that the reader can really get
at that topic - I think that combina-
tion is what the winner will have."
Charles Odahl, representative
from the College of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs, said that stu-
dents are supposed to learn how
to do research in their field when
they are in college.
This contest offers an oppor-
tunity for student work to take a
"graphic form."
"This contest awards those who
do an especially effective job of us-
ing primary sources and modern
scholarship in research papers ".
we want to reward our students
who know how to do effective re-
search and write papers of this
quality," Odahl said.
Tiffany Tennant, a BSU student
who is entering the writing con-
test, explained that she has been
cutting down her paper to meet
the page requirement, checking
for grammatical errors and visit-
ing the BSUWriting Center for help
preparing her paper.
"In writing papers, many stu-
dents neglect to leave themselves
enough time for the editing pro-
cess. Some people can write up a
great first draft and think it doesn't
need anymore work, but I think
every writer greatly benefits from
editing and reader feedback,"
Tennant said.
The contest is in it's fifth year
and is held by the honor society
of Phi Kappa Phi. The fraternity'
contains the nation's oldest, larg-
est and most selective honor so-
ciety for all academ1c disciplines.
The organization inducts ap-
proximately 30,000 students, fac-
ulty, professional staff and alumni
annually from nearly 300 select
colleges and universities
in North America and the
Philippines.
Membership award-
ed by invitation
only to the top 10 per-
cent of seniors and gradu-
ate students and the top 7.5
percent of juniors.
The Phi Kappa Phi Writing
Contest is conducted in recogni-
tion of Professor Wallace G. Kay's
professional life, which was
devoted to the pursuit of
academic excellence. His many ac-
complishments included a role in
establishing the Honors College
at the University of Southern
Mississippi, serving as assistant
director of the Honors Program
and English professor at BSU as
well as being honored three times
by TopTen Scholars as the most in-
fluential professor.
The Privacy ...
Your Very Own:
• Bedroom-Suite'
~ Accent Wall
• In-Room Vanity
• Mirrored Closet
• Cable TV outlet
• Food Pantry
• Patio/Balcony
The Community ...
• All Utilities Included
• Free Cable & Internet
• Activities/Events
• Laundry Facilities
• Furnished or Unfurnished
• All Appliances
Maximize
Your
Benefits
Minimize
Your
Expenses
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Ask
L
\. If
"......:/~~'f)" BSU Ask·A-Cop Is a
I"_~ programwhcrcstudents
f.·...." ..-: andfacultynreencouragcdlot ''', ask campus policeofficers questions
." ';.---~ .. '> concerning laws, ordinances,
".' regulatlonsorcrlme-~ 11 prevention advice.
'r ) Ask-A-Cop is designed for
, ) Informational
'\, '" ' " ,,'.' purposes only and not Icr re-
,,~,.~ porting crimes.
_.' Please submit your questions to:
jjschoenborng'clryofbolse.org
Q:Is it a violation ofthe Idaho State Driver Handbook tooperate a motor vehicle while listening to headphones?
A:Officers issue citations to people frequently that are in-volved in crashes because they were inattentive. While
there is no code that specifically prohibits headphones while
driving, the use of these devices which contribute to a crash or
other violation (such as not being able to hear an emergency
vehicle siren behind you) may constitute a misdemeanor. In
other words, using headphones while driving just isn't safe.
Drivers should focus all of their energy on the rules of the road
and avoiding other careless drivers.
Campus Crime
1/3/07 ,:./Theft - Bumper attachment
was stolen from a parked car at 1356
University. Report taken.
1/4/07 - Grand Theft - Ii. bank card was
stolen from a patron at the Recreation
, Center. Report taken.
1/9/07 - Theft - Vending machine
In ladies' bathroom of the Math and
Geoscience BUilding was pried open 1/17/07 - Theft -. Unknown suspect
and money stolen. Report taken. stole a calculator from an unattended
backpack at the Student Union. Report
1/9/07' - Theft - Juvenile reached into taken. ..'
. an arcade game in the Student Union
Games Center' and stole two prizes 1/19/07 - Vandalism - Suspect removed
from Inside. Report taken. parking boot from his car and damaged' .
the boot. Car was parked at Manor Apts.
1/12/ 07 - Underage Drinking - Two Report taken. .
Individuals were cited for underage.
drinking at the Park Apts. 1/19/07 - Graffiti - Unknown suspect
wrote graffiti on a bathroom stall In the
1/12/07 - Vandalism - Light bulbs in Multipurpose Building. Report taken.
elevators at University Square A were
either missing or broken. Report taken. 1/19/07 - Hit & Run';' Unknown suspect
struck victim's unattended vehicle on
1/14/07 - Theft - A lock was cui and a Lincoln Drlve. Suspect left Without
bike stolen from a rack outside of Taylor leaving contact Info. Report taken.
Hall. Report taken. 1/19/07 - Vandallsm-' Unknown
1/15/07 - Theft - Unknown suspect suspect smashed the rear wlndowo{a
took a 5'x12' vinyl sign from a chain car parked on Beacon/Mlchlgan.Owrier
link fence at Unlvl1rslty/Llncoln. Report· ofthecar was·attendlngdass at the':
taken; time; RepoJ1:taken;' . ' . \
i/16/07 - .Vandallsm.- Reardnver'~. 1~20i07 ;';·Theft .. V1Ctlrn'S wailet WaS
.'.slde.of a vehlc1ewascracked :while, taken from an unattended bag deft at
. parked outside. the.Mlcron Engineering ·theTennlsBu~ble~;J~ep01't taken;; .
. ,"' . '- ., ,,:',.:, ", .. "
Building. Report taken.
1/16/07 - BikeTheft - Lockwas cut and
bike taken outside Towers Hall. Report
taken.
1/17/07 - BikeTheft - Lockwas.cut and
bike taken outside Towers Hall. Report
taken.
-,' .",
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Don't rniss the opportunity to run for
SYUDINY (iOYIRNMINY
PRESIDENT /VICE-PRESIDENT \
AT-LARGE SENATOR I
COLLEGE. SENATOR
From $325
Pick up an
Election Packet
[anuaury 30th
at the 'ASBSU Office
or at·ASBSU.org ff
I
··ean'426~1440for more' information
Kustra highlights success
arid additionsto BSU
BY JESSICA CHRISTENSEN
News Editor
Each month Boise State University
President Bob Kustra produces
a monthly letter to the friends of
BSU. He delivered the last update
to both facultyand staff just be-
fore the Spring 2007 semester be-
gan, centering on the exciting vic-
tory ofthe Broncos' big win against
the University of Oklahoma in the
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl.
Kustra stated that the impact of
that game still reverberates and
Boise State football (as well as the
entire university) will never be
the same. He also added that both
coaches and players have given BSU
the "unprecedented opportunity to
highlight our many other areas of
excellence."
"The university has benefited
immensely from what the Broncos
achieved on the field, certainly in
terms of media exposure from coast
to coast and record-breaking mer-
chandise sales that support student
scholarships. There will be many
more intangible benefits, from in- ,
creased student visits and applica-
tions to boost in our fund-raising
efforts. No doubt, the overwhelm-
ing community and statewide spirit
generated for the Broncos is part of
the momentum on which we must
capitalize: Kustra said.
Kustra used the new 30-second
spot that aired during the Fiesta
Bowl to explain and capture what he
considers great things on campus.
The new spot gives encouraging
words to boost and proclaim BSU's
greatness:
"Boise State University: Where
you see Blue, we see Idaho's largest
university, a metropolitan research
university of distinction, located in
one of t he West's most dynamic cit-
ies. A place of science and business.
A place of nature and art. When
you look beyond the blue, you see
the future: the new U, Boise State
University:'
Kustra highlighted the spike in
admission inquiries and online in-
terest. According to Kustra's month-
ly newsletter, "application inquiries
" '
~
Grinnell Glacier in Glacier National Park, Montana, has experienced, like many oth~r glaciers, a significant .
amount of melting from 1938(left) to 2006(right). Scientists believe this to be a direct cause of global warming.
to our graduate college Increased
10-fold and online inquiries to our
admissions office jumped 135 per-
cent."
Other interesting topics Kustra
mentioned in his Spring Update in-
cluded the success of the residence
halls. In both traditional and non-
traditional residence halls on cam-
pus are at 100 percent occupancy.
"Another residence hall is on the
drawing board, needless to say;
Kustra said.
As of this fall, the Carnegie
Foundation selected BSU as
one of 76 universities to receive
the Community Engagement
Classification for the efforts and
contributions through outreach
activities and partnerships. Boise
State, through the foundation's rec-
ognition, is now with the ranks' of
UniversityofCalifornia, LosAngeles,
the University of Pennsylvania and
the University of North Carolina.
Kustra also touched on upcoming
additions to the university.
"Our campus master plan is
quickly coming into reality with the
expanded Student Union Building
and the Bronco Stadium suites ex-
pansion recently approved by, the
State Board of Education. In addi-
tion, plans for a new research build-
ing continue and a new parking
garage is currently under construc-
tion,' Kustra said.
The four-story $14 million
Interactive Learning Center, located
toward the west end of the campus,
is scheduled to open in June, which,
according to Kustra, "has the po-
tential to revolutionize the way we
teach at Boise State University".
Newly welcomed to the univer-
sity was Mark Rudin, vice president
for research whu comes' from the
University of Nevada Las Vegas.
Rudin previously served as interim
vice president ofresearch atUNLV,
and received his Ph.D. in health
physics from Purdue University.
Finally, Kustra encouraged all
faculty and staff to settle for noth-
ing less than excellence and "to
take Boise State and its students to a
place where our academic quality is
known across the nation:'
the fish which feed on them) will
die off, Fagre said.
The effects of global warming on
the park are devastating. Avalanches
are more frequent, as are rockslides
and violent storms. The avalanches
destroy the roadways in the park.
The species of wildlife living in the
park lose their habitat. Fires will
- chase away mountain goats and
grizzly bears that live in the park and
they will have to relocate and find
a climate that suits their lifestyle.
Fagre said that 13percent of the park'
burned in 2006. The newly formed
forests dry up in August, rather than
retaining the frozen water all year.
The park does what it can. It offers
free bicycles to people in the park
and free bus rides so that people
won't drive as much. But it will take
a change in world views to really ex- '
cite change ill the climate. .
"This is not just our problem,"
Fagre said. "Now that we know we
have a problem, what the heck do we
do about it?"
mentally friendly, but because it is
more cost efficient for his business
in the long run.
Gary Christensen developed
the new Banner Bank Building in
downtown Boise. The building uses
new technology by which he was
able to cut the energy use by nearly
50 percent. Facets like actual struc-
tural integrity planning enabled the
building to use 50 percent less con-
crete than is normal for a building
of its size (II stories, 180,000 square
feet). The building uses radiant
heat, installed in the floor, rather
than the ceiling. The HVAC ducts
take up less space because they
are modulated by computers. Each
office has its own thermostat.
Each room is lit by a lighting sys-
tem without switches. The lights
only come on when someone is
in the room and go off when you
leave. It also uses geothermal
heat, which cut the heat energy cost
by 30 percent.
"Now that we've done this, nobody
is going to go back," Christensen
said. "It's more simple, more effi-
cient, more elegant."
The building used zero sheetrock.
All of its walls are set in tracks, which
can be relocated; reused in' other
rooms. Instead of remodeling by
Solutions:
Construction
One Boise developer has start-
ed to change the way he builds,
not only because it is more environ-
taking down walls, Christensen can
merely move the walls. 98 percent
of the building can be recycled di-
rectly back into the building. It uses
runofffrom rain to flush it's toilets. It
has hand blow dryers in bathrooms
rather than paper, lowering janito-
rial work by up to 80 percent.
. The beams in the building's
framework used less metal, by
cutting circular holes in them,
to save money. The metal cut out
was recycled.
The building saves $80,000 a
year in energy costs, $4,000 in
elevator maintenance, $4,000
in water usage and $25,000 in
janitorial costs. All of these tools
do cost more than the way the job
is usually done, but in the long
run, the building will save money
because it is so efficient.
"This is good business,"
Christensen said. "It saves you mon-
ey; it saves me money."
The building was only one of five
in the United States to earn a plati-
num seal of approval form the U.S.
,Green Building Council.
Wind
The use of wind energy could
save the United States from its
dependency on foreign oil, ac-
cording to Michael Heckler, direc-
tor of marketing and development
at Windland, Inc.
"In Idaho, we have enough wind
to give everyone on Idaho a gallon of
gas every day, forever,' Heckler said.-
"It's real good economics."
U.S. vehicles use 1,400 bil-
lion gallons of gasoline every
year. Heckler said that Idaho is
good for wind energy, but the real
cash region is the Great Plains
of the United States. The region
gets more wind from all direc-
tions. It gets wind form the Arctic,
the Gulf Coast and the East and
West Coast. Heckler's main change
exampled was in vehicle use.
The switch to electric cars is on the
horizon. He said that as the market
increases and gasoline gets more
costly, car manufacturers will need
to compete with each other to fir
the market.
Buying vehicles that at least
partially use electric batteries
can greatly limit C02 levels in the
atmosphere, Heckler said.
No matter which methods are
used to fix this problem of global
warming, it is assured that there
are people out there who are work-
ing to eliminate the risk this rise in
temperature presents.
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Windows Vista-
Dow Jones Industrial
Average
12,621. 77 (+ 87.97)
Nasdaq Composite
2,466.28 (+ 34.87)
S&PSOO
1,440.13 (+ 12.14)
10 Year Bond
4.79% (+ 0.42%)
LOCAL
Bank of America (BAC)
53.20 (- 0.12)
Micron Technology (MU)
13.23 (+ 0.30)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
42.39 (+ 0.08)
Washington Mutual (WM)
45.35 (+ 0.28)
Qwest Communications (Q)
8.57 (+ 0.03)
TECHNOLOGY
Apple, Inc. (AAPL)
86.70 (+ 1.00)
Google Inc. (GOOG)
499.07 (+ 20.07)
Microsoft Corporation
(MSFT)
31.09 (+ 0.35)
Motorola Inc. (MOT)
18.57 (+ 0.04)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
28.94 (+ 1.98)
FUN
Abercrombie & Fitch
(ANF)
79.66 (+ 0.21)
American Eagle (AEOS)
33.28 (+ 0.43)
NIKE,Inc. (NKE)
96.84 (+ 0.08)
AT&T Inc. (T)
36.63 (+ 1.27)
Walt Disney (DIS)
35.35 (- 0.23)
CURRENCY
-----------------------
USD to Euro (EUR)
0.772 (+ 0.0017)
USD to Pound (GBP)
0.508 (+ 0.0038)
USD to Yen (JPY)
120.950 (- 0.6000)
Gold
647.10 (+ 2.20)
Sliver
13.18 (+ 0.03)
Numbers printed as of press time
it .i ..iiii
BY JAMES COATES
Chicago Tribune (MCT)
operating system, millions
of people with computers
will share your curiosity
about whether their ma-
. chine has the horsepower
to run the enticing new
software. Your Windows
98 machine fails to meet
even Microsoft's notori-
ously overoptimistic stat-
ed minimum require-
ments. At prices starting
around $150,the company
hates to tell possible cus-
tomers that they shouldn't
buyin.
The biggest visible fea-
tures that Vista adds to
the well-known Windows
display deal with viewing
photos, playing videos,
recording and download-
ing music and, of course,
running the new memory-
gobbling programs like
Office Live that will be
available along with Vista
when it arrives on Jan. 30.
Microsoft says all
these bells and
whistles can be had with
a machine endowed with
at least a microprocessor
with 800mHz speed, while
your dated Dell languishes
at 600mHz. It's been may-
be three years since desk-
top computers were being
sold with chip speeds less
than IgHz, and I'd suggest
that these be considered
the bare minimum.
Speed and memory are
the biggest issues with
things, like highly ani-
mated displays and mem-
ory-hungry transparent
overlaying of individual
windows and heavy use
of software running in the
background.
Again, your 384mb of
RAM are below the mini-
mum of 512 stated by the
. company. I do agree that
512mb of memory will be
pretty much sufficient,
but it should be noted that
Vista tends to run a lot of
stuff in the background,
and this can deplete
512mb when
Q1 need to knowif it is possible toupgrade my Dell
. Dim sion computer to
use the new Windows
Vista operating system. It
has a Pentium III micro-
processor. The memory is
384 megabytes, SDRAM.
It has a 32mb NvidliiTNT2
M64 graphics card and a
2D.4-gigabyte Ultra ATA
hard drive. The operat-
ing system isWindows 98.
With these facts, could I
upgrade this PC?
ANO. I know that waspretty curt, Ms. F.,but it's best to take
the bad news upfront. As
Microsoft Corp. pulls out
the stops for its marketing
schemes to sell upgrades
to the coming Vista
...
running more than a cou-
ple of programs. When the
512 is exhausted, it forc-
es the computer to slow
down to a nightmarish
pace as the machine uses
the hard drive instead
of the ultrafast memory
chips to crunch data.
I find it bizarre, but the
20.4gb hard drive in your
clunker does meet the
Microsoft minimum of
20gb for computers to run
Windows Vista, which all
by itself eats up, maybe,
8gb. It wouldn't take long
for a Vista-enabled PC to
clog the remaining 12gb
with temporary Web files,
photos and music.
Worst of all is your old-
fashioned video card with
32 megabytes of memory
on board. While the offi-
cial Microsoft specifica- .
tions say any SVGAcard
will do, testers have found
that it is all but hopeless
without a separate video
card with its own mem-
ory and the ability to run
the DirectX 9 graphics
software built in
$4 S.! .. J ~. .Lib..a;S9.&'4.R ..~l.
to Windows. As to video
memory, consider 126 or
even 256mb .'
Tosummarize:Windows
Vista needs a PC with a
IgHz chip or better and a
60-80gb hard drive is all
but essential.
Be particularly sure
that the video card has
a stiff amount of rnem-
ory of 128mb or more,
and I'll wager that those
who try to get by with 512
megabytes of RAM soon
will find themselves at
Best Buy's memory coun-
ter for an upgrade to 1
gigabyte or more.
Nit's never wise tosay the word "nev-r" when poking
around with Windows
problems, but I've never
heard a peep about floppy
disk problems caused by
the new IE7Webbrowser,
and it's hard to see how the
newly designed, browser
could have any impact on
the floppy drive.
It's more likely that
you've developed a prob-
lem with the floppy drive
built in to your computer.
Most new computers don't
even come with floppy
drives because CDs have
taken over.
But there is a hearty
marketplace where one
can buy a floppy drive
that connects to a USB
port rather than the
built-in connection used
by those 3.5·inch floppy
disk drives.
Youcan get one of these
drives at most computer .
stores or from outfits such
as Amazon.com, where
prices ran between $17
. and $31when I checked.
QHow can I restoremy floppy driveto usefulness nowthat Hemet Explorer 7
has trashed it?
Any floppy I insert in the
drive becomes unread-
able and cannot even be
formatted in myoid com-
puter. Most of my data re-
sides on floppies because I
am tired oflosing full CDs'
worth of data every time
my computer burps.
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Theway wesee it •..
The BSU administration
is fulfilling promises
"".
So,we have the university.
We have the Metropolis.
We're getting the research.
. But the distinction has always been a
.,:hard thing to come by.
. The Boise State administration and its
:Big Boy Bob Kustra have actually been
working toward achieving these goals
:they set forth three years ago. Most of us
weren't attending Boise State when for-
'mer President Charles Ruch led the cir-
cus, Sure, the drive was toward growth.
But, what about the quality of growth?
:. Kustra has said all along that he wants
this school to get better under his guid-
'ing hand. Not bigger, but better, "Beyond
:the Blue." By getting better, by bring-
;ing in better faculty and fundraising
for research grants and striving toward
.worthy doctoral programs, we be-
Iieve the university has grown as an
'academic enterprise.
~ Last week, Micron donated $12.5million
~o assist 'in the construction of the new
Business and Economics Building, which
will be built near the corner ofUniversity
Drlve and Capital Boulevard. That is a
huge chunk of change! It will greatly help
'the university finance the building and
will help Micron (an industry leader) fur-
ther enhance its image. .
Kustra (with great assistance from
Bethine Church) got Former Vice
President Al Gore to speak here Monday
night. Itwas a fantastic presentation. He
is an amazing orator and this city and this
university welcomed him with open arms
and minds.
Last week we heard a speech/ser-
mon/tribute from Rev. Jesse Jackson in
remembrance of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. How fitting was it for the
administration to bring in a man who
shook hands, marched and held meet-
ing with Dr. King during the Civil Rights
Movement ofthe 1960s? .
. Oh, and there was that little thing about
~ powl game in Arizona which changed
the face of this univ:er~,ty,;Kustra calls the
football team a window to BSU. If that is
true, that window just got thrown open
and millions of people (including pro-
spective students and faculty, contribu-
tors and research development reps) saw
what this little school in this City of Trees
is truly capable of.
No matter what your view of Athletics
vs. Academics is, you cannot deny
the publicity and pride that game
bestowed upon this chunk of Greenbelt,
err blue turf.
- Could we have asked for anything
more? YES. And we will continue to ask
for more and we believe Kustra is the guy
to give it to us, not because we are band-
wagoneers, but because we can see the
changes in our back yard as construc-
tion crews make this school grow. And it's
growing in a positive direction. BSUhas
the highest enrollment in Idaho because
of these things. If you improve the school,
the students will come and they are com-
ing in record numbers.
Get ready for the future. For that current
vibe is launching this university into the
upper echelon, the stratosphere circles of
university thought and action. .
All of this, combined, mashed and
handed out in diplomas and drives will
contribute to that lacking quality, which
we term distinction.
The way we see it Is based on the majority opinions of The
Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew Mayes,
editor-In.chlef; 1l'oy Sawyer, business manager; Heather English,
production manager; Dustin Lapray, managing editor; Harsh.
Mantrl, online editor; and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.y
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L; • p~oplelov~tob<lte.
• Always a canya pen and notebook with you. Younever knowwhen a great
idea will come. .'
. • Blondes do have more fun, but brunettes always do it better .
• Alcohol is liquid truth ..
• Nothing is more refreshing in the summer than iced tea.
• There is nothi~g scarier, sexier or more seductive than a beautiful, intelligent
woman.
• Diet Pepsi should be called Diet Crack.
• At anyone point in your lifetime you'll be able to look back and count on one
.hand the people that would truly do any thing for you.
• Smoking is disgusting ... unless It's right after sex.
• People don't change; they just get better at hiding who they really are.
• Someone you're related too is gay ... deal with it already.
• Ifyou want to be successful with women all you really have to do is make them
laugh (and Ithelps ifyou wear nice shoes). .
_Ifyou have a penis, you're goingto get unnecessarily jealous. Blamebiology.
_ Rarely wiUlife take you where you think you're going, but somehow you al-
ways end up exactly where you should be. .
• Chances are if the girl you're dating's mom Is crazy, she Istoo.While you're at
.,it,ta¥.ea quick InQhtherdal,l'sp~rsonality. because ifyou see some similarities
between you and him you might as well go ring shopping right now: ..
_ The people.at the top will never admit luck had anything to do with their suc-
cess. Ukewise, the people at the bottom will never concede their life choices
have something to dowith the situation they're in.
• Every guy wants to gain 10more pounds ofmuscle. Everygirl wants to lose 10
more pounds. . .
• Fellas, she wouldn't be leavlng if there wasn't already somebody waiting.
_Everybody should own a suit (this includes you ladies, pant suits are fantas-
tic).
. _ Youknow you're In the rl~htrelationship when your partner Ison your side
. ··:;,:.~,eyenwh~~y.1ql\)~you're~q~g. 1'." ", ; , !
,;; ""i;;:."::~~:.,~the endoUhMaYt.there,ls nothing b~lterlthal1plIlow talk." i ", .. , I' ,f(
That last one I like to leave blank on purpose, because we're always going to
learn more and we've all figure something out that the rest of us haven't. I guess
you can plug your own in there.'
Here's to the next 25.
Educating children about the war is crucial
Islamic Sharlall,lw,girls \lTereprobibitedfrom receiving In 2006 women voted In Kuwait for the first time and
education.SchoolsforgitlsopenedacrossAfghanistall Saudi said it would allow women to vote in its next
In the wake ofthe Taliban's fall in hite '20m, yet certain election.Uyou believe that women's suffrage is a good
. . ,. Afghanis remain opposed to the prattlce. These Ideals thing then thank a soldier and pray for our leaders. I
st~e able are different from what we as Americans hold as jm~ . have pictures ofwomen voting In Iraq to show to oth-
fyWi4 ~e ....portant. erswho are confused about why we are fighting.
.tl'l:M)r81<. . have traveled to IO different countries around the During our struggle for independence the phrase
.ldlte- d.;~ have. been to chop·chop square in Riyadh, ·Unlted we stand, divided we fall" was popular. I be·
and I have lived In a police state and seen lieve it is importanl to stand united for Iraqis and their
5with machine guns struggle fo~~reedom. As an educator I wiIl}}ot try to
Ie who don't ch:mge opmlOns, but will prOVidechlldr tb. the
ocratic tools to substantiate their views. Gl ' "not
enough to help kids learn,_be /.C :. .
BY DARYLE FLEMING
Guest Opinion
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It tells how t
freedoms they now enjo .
women understand the freedoms
Iraqis' desire. I believe that it is a wonderful thing that
26.7 million people are free in Iraq.
Women were allowed to vote in Iraq for the first time
In 2005. It has had a springboard effect In the area
-one Islamic groups are re-
terrorist attacks, 31,356 Injuries
an atalities from 1968 to present day.
We live in a world with different ideologies. For ex-
ample, the Mujahedeen Message was held respon-
sible for the August 2003 burning down of the Abu
Sofial girls' school in Logar Province, south of Kabul,
Afghanistan. Under the Talibana's interp~etatlon of
Daryle Fleming is a student
at Boise State
Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subje~t to editing. Both
guest opinions and letters to the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu-
racy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ-
ers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affili-
. ated with unless it is labeled as su<:h.
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The old stand-bys.
Through the course of our lives,
we become more and more famil-
iar with this term. Different chal-
lenges teach us who the people and
things that we can always count
on really are.
When we go to new restaurants
and are too fearful to try something
that sounds unlike anything we've
ever tasted before, we default to.
what sounds the most "normal" (in
my experiences as a waitress, I've
learned that people stick to chick-
en alfredo when not quite brave
enough to try a new pasta dish).
And yes, there are those count-
less wardrobe stand-bys .. They're
the fallbacks - when nothing else
seems like it will work, we default
to what we know will.
Last week I went through my
closet with the intent of getting rid
of everything that I hadn't worn in
at least a year.
Due to the addition of vari-
ous new life expenses within
the last two years (like my $344
trip to the Bookstore this 'se-
mester) I've been forced to con-
sign mass amounts of old clothes
if I want to afford the new objects
of my desire.
What I found was that letting BY DANIEl.: KEDISH
go of some of my beloved mate- Culture Editor
rial possessions wasn't even close
to easy. Idaho Dance Theatre takes
I'd look the garments up and the stage tonight at The Special
down, put them on two or three Events Center in the Student Union
times and try to remember the last Building for an array of perfor-
time I wore it. mances planned to intrigue audi-
Once upon a time, these items ences throughout the rest of the
had been wardrobe staples - the week with reoccurring shows.
comfortable things that you wear As part of its 16th season, lOT's
at least once a week. I realized that "Pure Passion" consists of a collec-
I'd since moved on. tion of original and distinct pieces
I was no longer the ·boxy-: put together· byIour- choreogra-
Abercromie-sweater girl that phers and a performers of various.
I'd been my freshman year of ages and talents.
high school. I'd evolved (as have The show consists of four differ-
the cuts of Abercrombie sweat- ently arranged dances providing
ers) and left some of myoid stand- each choreographer with a sense
bys behind. Thank goodness - I'd of individuality and a means to
spent four years looking just like experiment and express their own
every other girl at school. creativity through various moves to
This realization made me think the music accompanying the per-
about the old stand-bys in our forrnances.
lives.When are they beneficial, and Former lOT dancers Jennifer
when do they prevent us from ven- Freeman 'and Lauren Edson jour-
turing out and trying new things? neyed back to Boise to choreograph
And when we're so attached to the two portions ofthe show,while cur-
things that we've grown accus- rent lOT members Carl Rowe and
tomed to, how are we supposed to Marla Hansen directed the other
know when it's really time to throw half.
the old out and bring in the new? Rowe, an artistic director for lOT,
Good friends are hard to find - it's reaches out to audience members
true. But when we grow too close with "Riptide," a performance,
to someone, we tend to let things which expresses the idea that there
slide that we normally wouldn't. is an underlying rhythm that runs
A friend cancels lunch plans beneath human relationships and
when you're at the pre-specified connects to the world.
restaurant or doesn't call back for Rowe said it was the mu-
a few days - fine on occasion, but 1---------------------------------.--------------------------------
when it gets to the point that the
friend puts the fact that you have
a life as well out of mind, and you
default to that same friend instead
ofventuring out and exploring new.
options, you should consider put-
ting the detrimental friendship in
your life-consignment pile.
The same holds true in the realm
of employment. Your boss knows
you're reliable - undoubtedly, this
is a good thing. But when things go
"Office Space" and he starts saying
th(l.t"Urn, yeah ... I'm going to need
you to come in on Saturday .." you
might be a little too reliable.
Sure the job is comfortable - you
know you have it, it pays the bills
and so what if it's not really what
you want? It's good,enough and so
you don't actively seek new (and
possibly better) opportunities.
It could be time for a raise, an
illusion to the idea that you could
quite possibly be out of town on
Saturday, or to put the job in your
consignment pile.
And of course this holds true
for the romantic relationship. If
things just aren't working out,
but you're so comfortable. with
knowing you have someone
(even though it's quite possibly
the wrong someone), It could be
consignment time. '
Closet maintenance is essential
• whether it's the one that holds
your clothes, or the closet of your
life: Re-eValuate the old stand-bys.
See what;s stillworklng for you and
what yOuneedto.c,onsigJl:
PHOTO BV AUCE SCULLV/THE ARBITER
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ULTURE
.Closet cleaning
BY SHE~EE WHITELEY
Culture Columnist
Idaho Dance Theatre brings their latest concert, "Pure Passion," to Boise State tonight featuring four unique pieces
designed to embrace various aspects of the human experience. Carl Rowe (featured below) is one of four choreogra-
phers behind the show, which will include his own piece, entitled "Riptide." ,
sic that inspired him, which
comes from Boise's own Dave
Allen Earnest.
"I discover what I'm doing as I'm
doing it. 'Riptide' came from the
music," Rowe said. "Earnest has
written music for me and for our
spring productions and the mo-
ment I heard this particular selec-
tion I knew I had to use it."
Hansen, another artistic direc-
tor for the company and a, dance
teacher at Boise State, calls her
piece "Sphere of Influence," which
covers the range ofhuman emotion
and experience in various forms of
dance, either solo or in groups, all
while accompanied by the ambient
music ofThomas Newman.
From moods filled with anger
and sadness to energies of Inten-
sity and power, the performance
moves even further to express a
,delicate air.
"The piece expresses the notion
that we are in our own worlds, yet '
everything we do affects each oth-
er," Hansen said. She plans to il-
lustrate this idea to the audience
through a glass ball the dancers
incorporate Into their routine,
which they each take turns looking
through and manipulating.
Freeman titled her portion of
the show "Burden of Guilt," which
dives into the darker sides of emo-
tions concentrating on the feel-
ing of guilt and its effect on the
human experience.
Finishing up the show, Edson
brings her piece, "Thank You
for Coming," into the concert,
which challenges the dancers in a
mock-audition format in front of
the audience.
, .: In preparation for the show, lOT
.. 'held practices'five times a week
since November of last year, each
lasting 2-to-5 hours at a time,
which pushed dancers to learn and
master each movement at a record
speed. Hansen expressed that the
hardest part of preparing for the
show was scheduling and making
sure each dancer took care ofhis or
her bodies.
"Pure Passion" opens tonight at 6
p.m, with performances on Friday
and Saturday at the same time and
a matinee on Sunday at 2 p.rn,
Tickets for adults cost $25, while
students, seniors and military
members receive $12 discounted
rates. lOT hopes audiences enjoy
the event and look forward to see-
ing the energy Boise brings to the
show.
"It really is entertaining.j Hansen
said. "Each piece Is like its own little
film. You can't imagine what hap-
pens next."
Boise State celebrates
Lunar New Year Festival
I
I
BYFRANCY MARc::orn: each other. The association also offers Pig" There are 12 animals to choose
Assistant Culture Editor a support system for Vietnamese stu- from and they rotate in a 12-year cycle.
dents studying abroad at Boise State. The Lunar New Year Festival at
Get .ready to celebrate ' Part of how the association keeps Boise State will mirror a selection of
the Year of the Pig and Vietnamese culture alive on campus Is Vietnamese traditions.' ,
ring in the new year. While through the, recognition of important The, Festival will be packed with
many students at' Boise Vietnamese events. The Lunar New traditional Vietnamese dances; songs
State' University may desig- Year Festival and the, annual Moon and food. Dishes such as egg Trillsand
nate Jan. 1as the start of the new Festival artwo ofthe major events the a dessert made from sticky rice are
year; for other cultures around Vietnamese Student Association hosts. just a couple of Items expected, to be
the world the' party Is Just Vietnam considers the' Lunar New on the menu. Rame tickets will also
getting started. Year (or "Tet Ngyuen Dan") to be one be sold during the event for
, The. Bcise State University of its. most important holidays .. It cel-' Vietnamese prizes;
VletnameseStudentAssociation ebrates the return of spring and_rec- ' Tickets for the Lunar NewVeat
will presenLthe 2007 .Lunar' New ognl~fs the NewYear according to the FestiVal are available at the Info desk
Year FestlvalSatUrday, Jan. 27 at 6:30 Chinese Lunar Calendar. .. In the SUB or at Select-a-Seat outlets.
, p.m, in the Student Union Building . The Lunar Calendar depicts the . General Adll'lissionis $10,however Stu-
Jordan Ballroom. , . plissirig of time with ,chan.gesof moon dents can enjoy a discount of$!iUthey
The Vietnamese. . Snident phases. In Vietnam, the celebrationShoWtheirstudlllltid~~!ill~tiOl1 cards.
Assoclationwas.established four c!l'veri~ee~aYs,~,tbiSyear.~I1l ....AILcJilldren tiDde,~,six-yearso~dc~
yean~at,B!llse State.puong oceurlJl' mid·Febrt1llr)".J.'hetll,re~·, get inforfree.?ormo~i1ll.9rD.lAtil)n
.•.Nmri; :~e;~~~llltil>n'sac~' diIY.,eve,nt ....c~nsi~,';o[rltpaIs ;d.0~e.,..;ol1;the~~·co.nta_et. tJt.e. ..~deSk '
. ,ator;,,~~ltJ~ ',.:both insldeJndiVid - e&,andin 'M<lf&~6~':\~:(.~i'(~~:~
Jesuscam
..[ ..' :.,'.
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. Army ather retreat titled "Kic:is . .' '
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nurture ,spiritual., gifts' irom~~.,c;ontelfL~nd,~ibll~l~ac~-;t.()Il,\',ll}te,. I,.>
God,such.asprayer, speaking' ';~llgof ~hisJdeali llbeisact~-T' oipeo (' ~eH .., ..
in tongues and prophecy,~b~.:allyreferrlngto~~ verse in.the;· .aUe, ,.~l~,~! .A.~~,;~r~,,,/{J.
tells the kids how they are to ,JUblethat says" W.eJlghtnot Jhis.vllff~tn~~t1~~f,}t,,,\~o;:,\
"take back America for Christ" :agl\instflesh -.l\ndblQod,.but . did nat glvether~~Uzat~on; t~a~.',:'"
as soldiers in God's Army.· ·."galnst princ1palitie,s arid powcaU Atp:edc:anspla.c~~llfestyle/',:b~,.
Before. any c<l1llroverslal,ers and rUl~rs of d~rknesS'in: , p~il?8op~r,r~'lgl~11, o.~ ideaI~~c . ,
issue is examined, c;ertainterms .h,ighp!aces\ The tertnrevival.· .0ntoth~lr:~~,sw1l.~.tb~rltJs~~,.;:1J,~~~.~ ."'" ·...1
relating to' the topic sho,!-ld' r.efers to an awakening of the .tention~l()r dot.:, " .....:,.:,:,N~~1J,:,; '.'. .'." ~ ;.l>e:~j .
be discussed; In thiscase.the .; spirit of God Iri a larg~ amount '...I.n 8llin,tervle~,\Vith L.8./. ~ . '" ca~s.rpff~~ rl~Kofyatll~al ..!
terms, evangelicals, charis.ofpeople...· ........• ' .. ' evangelical Christian wOpi~n,istn.~alWlg~tp~curdllet,QtJtis;~
mane, the army of God:and >'Otie ofthecrU.lcismsviewers who has home ,schooled her; doc:utn.entary:;:l"
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, DeciPheringfithe ." Iman-s aK.e,:;,Wnere it,("Pays to CareWhen you !,riveplasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.
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BY TONY HICKS
Contra Costa Times
Even with an old friend, there's
still no road map for this oldest of
male rituals.
Your right hand goes forward
easy enough. His right hand par-
ries. But ... someone has to make a
decision at this point. Someone has
to take control.
There's a split second of confu-
sion. Your eyes dart to your coun-
terpart's hands.
Hashe already made his move?
Or should you be the one to take
the initiative? Either way, there are
more decisions to be made.
Will it be your grandfather's
method: right extended straight,
parallel to the ground, a few inches
above waist high?
Or is it perhaps your dad's I shake hands. And with whom I've
'70s shake: arm half-extend- had a couple of these moments.
ed like you're about to go one- And, as Marcus is black and hangs
on-one in an over-the-top arm out with NBA players, and I am
wrestling face-off? white and mostly hang out with
Or maybe it's a_blast from the my 5-year-old daughter, he 'could
past the high-five or the gimme 10. probably help.
Perhaps even the fisted version of Marcus and I decided to experi-
the 011l gimme five. Maybe, for sen- ment with the handshake choices
timental Ns fans, you move in for a to see what works best, and why.
forearm bash. Our results:
There's no manual. It's daily im- The Ward Cleaver Shake: This
prov and, because no man would has to be straight-armed, no-frilled
ever EVER talk about it, it often and firm. The firmer the better, to
ends up being one of the most convey the manly impression that
awkward moments of a man's you don't watch Shirley MacLaine
daily routine. movies and likely have a small
The Man Greeting. piece of steak lodged somewhere in
And it's awkward enough be- your teeth.
tween two men ofthe same subcul- This is the formal hand-
tures or background. Mix e.thnici- shake used in professional situ a-
ties and nine times out of 10,some- .tions, especially with people one
one's going to walk away feeling doesn't know.
foolish and very, very uncool. The execution is easy, as Marcus
Does a white guy go old-school, and I are both serious, extremely
1970s, three~pronged soul shake, dedicated professionals. Who hap-
knowing that there's a possibility pen to be spending an hour of our
it'll backfire as the black guy comes working day outside in the parking
back with the outstretched fist? So lot shaking hands.
you change up midstride, moving The Fist Bump: This is an infor-
toward the fist-five, only to have mal greeting, which can possibly
him goNBAhalf-hug chest bump? be used comfortably with people
Can't someone. make a law, or you don't know too well.
print a chart? Can't they teach this Or if you're in a burry. Basically,
in school? you put your fist out in front of you
Why do we even do this at all? horizontally; and bump knuckles
Because men toucbing seems to with your counterpart.
be a necessary reinforcement of Not too hard. Unless you just dis-
our acknowledging each other in covered your counterpart is sleep-
the brotherhood of men. ing with your wife, In that case, pull
Women hug, peck, blow kisses, back at the last moment and redi-
sq6eal and t'l1k about each other's rect saId fist into your counterpart's
shoes whJlt6er. None of that would face, also known as ·Fist Bump to
be good formen. Either we try some Nose Bump to Bloody Pulp." Then
. §Pr( of handsbake, or we get out .r~t a couple ofmore times.
--"the h~nting knives, slice open our . The '70s SoUlShake: This was big
hands and handclasp In eawoth- when 1 was a kid, and we himd;
.er's blood. Or something. . it perfectly. '.
Just whatever you do, don't EVER . However, MarcUs allirts me to
.try .replicating. the world's. worst something ofwhich 1wasn't aware,
man-greeting ever: Mark McGwire I'm actually not legally 8llowed to
andSammySosa's·We'replaying perform thlshandshake, as my an-
nonsynchronizedTwister while cestors are from Europe and were
praying to ,the yrrginMary arid leally,reallywmte.
acting like rabldc!lIIies" embrace Marcus says this is restricted to
while celebrating MCGwire's home black guyS who are friends. Dang;
runreC(ird.' And I.dci if SoWelL ..
We.·;'need ..'someOne .to untan-The,·. FiSt.' Pound:Tbls .gets
g1e.~·~e8s;8.1ld·pronto.·1 en- alittie,'·~ceY ••··~e· Pound.~.
IistooTftn:~ )~IlAwriter Marcus your; basic.rgInune five," only
,'IJt~~~~~;a~,~coolguywith. wiillWrticalfists,.< . '. ...•...~~!~~~~~~~~~;;~;~;~;;;;i:=;=::I'~.~:.~~~~~~~0~~~.•~~~m~~i~tW~m
Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
informatioll all
nn,,' ·,mll call 7/1'!pp!msc call:
Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613
An uncomfortable ritual, yet men continue to do it:
from the common handshake to 'the pull half-hug.'
guys who know each other a bit bet-
ter than Fist Bumpers. Once the fist
comes out, there's confusion over
whether it's the Pound or the Bump.
And whose fist goes up top first?
Is that an indicator ofwhich par-
ticipant is more of an Alpha male? I
give in, lying on my back and letting
Marcus scratch my belly.
The Pull Half-Hug: This we per-
formed adequately. You see this
a lot among men who are pretty
close. Or hip celebrities who like
to pretend they're close. You come
in with the initial 45-degree angle
of the Soul Shake and have the op-
tion to finish the entire Soul Shake
or just stop at the first move.
Either way, you then pull your
counterpart in for a half-hug shoul-
der bump with the option of the
two-pat on your friend's back, only
to retreat quickly before things get
out of hand.
Someone in the newsroom says
the two firm pats are required to
convey that you aren't attracted
to your counterpart. 'Or 'any other
man. Not tpat there's anything
wrong with that.
The Full Man Hug: This, of
course, is reserved for only the clos-
est offriends and relatives.
It's important to make your in-
tentions known early by spread-
ing arms wide, so you're not
left hanging.
There's nothing worse than go-
ing in for a Full Man Hug only to
find that your counterpart is going
the Ward Cleaver route. And for the
love of all that's holy, make it obvi-
ous which side your head is going
toward, or an outsider may think
you're kissing. _
Youmay even touch faces, whichis an awful;' tragic thrng. This
isn't Europe. . .
Marcus and I handled this' fair-
ly well after a bit of practice. But I
remember that day a friend and I
once opted for the same side at my
grandpa's funeral, nearly touching
faces and settiIig off loud nervous
laughter, whichmy grieving grand-
.mother 'certainly didn't appreciate.
And remember· the two-pat,
quick-release: .
'Youneedthattwo-pat, or some-
one might think you're more than
good Mends. Not that there's any:"
thing wrong Willi that,;' ". . .. '. - ,. '-. -,
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Oscar nominations
and 'Dreamgirls'
BY DANIEL FIENBERG
Zap2It.com
ill Condon's musi-
cal "Dreamgirls" '
received eight :
Oscar nominations'
'fuesday morning, but the,
film was a surpris-
ing Best Picture snub,
losing its slot to Clint
"Eastwood's "Letters from
Iwo Ilrna."
Closebehind"Dreamgirls,"
which padded its nomina-
tion total with three best
song nominations (as well as
high-profile supporting
nods for Jennifer Hudson
and Eddie Murphy), was the
ensemble "Babel." The
Golden Globe winner for
best dramatic feature earned
seven nominations, includ-
ing best picture, though its
biggest star, Brad Pitt, was
also snubbed.
Joining "Babel" and
"Letters. from Iwo lima" in
the best picture race are "The
Departed," "The Queen" and
the quirky comedy "Little
Miss Sunshine."
Though "Little Miss
Sunshine" broke into the
best picture race and scored
nominations for Michael
Arndt's screenplay and
performances by Abigail
Breslin and Alan Arkin,
directors Jonathan Dayton
and Valerie Paris were left
on the outside.
Eastwood, Martin
Scorsese,AlejandroGonzalez
Inarritu and Stephen Frears
are, instead, joined by Paul
Greengrass, recognized for
his work on "United 93."
The nominations were
announced by "Frida" star
Salrna Hayek, who expressed
visible enthusiasm at one of
the year's clearest trends, the
rise of young Mexican direc- ~
tors. In addition to the seven. "
.~ ~···.·.:·.:·•..·<,~i'.'··..... . .'.. < ..•..• : •• ·s';/i··;:······.·········,,···
nominations
The 79th annual AcademyAwards will be presimted Feb: 25 at the
Kodak Theatre in Hollywood, Calif. Nominees in majorcategories:
Best actor Best actress Best director
Leonardo DICaprio Helen Mlrren Martin SCorsese
"Blood Diamond" "The Oueen' "l!le Departed"
Ryan Gosling Meryl Streep AleJandro
"Half Nelson" "The Devil Wears Gonzalez Inarritu
Peter O'Toole Prada" "Babel·
"Venus" Penelope Cruz Clint Eastwood
Will Smith "Volver" "Letters From Iwo
"The Pursuit of Jima·
Happyness" Judi Dench Stephen Frears ."Notes on a Scandal"
Forest Whitaker
"The Queen"
"The Last King of . Kate Winslet Paul Greengrass
Scotland" I "Little Children" "United 93"
Best supporting Best supporting Best foreign
actor actress language film
Alan Arkin \ Adriana Barraza "After the Wedding"
"Little Miss Sunshine" "Babel" Denmark
Jackie Earle Haley I Cate Blanchett "Days of Glory"
"Little Children" I "Notes on a Scandal" Algeria
Djimon Hounsou I Abigail Breslin "The Lives of
• "Blood Diamond' I "Little MissSunshine" Others" Germany
Eddie Murphy . Jennifer Hudson "Pan's Labyrinth"
"Dreamgirls" "Dreamgirls· Mexico
II ......W..hlhArn .:\.~~~~:I~J!m~h! IIWater",nutn ••~n'''''''''.:J
"The Departed" \banada
"Little Miss
Sunshlne"
Best animated filmBest picture
"Babel"
"Ihe Queen II
"The Departed'1
~2007MCT
.. Sourc~;A~.~e~yof Motion P~reMs.a,:,~ Sciences .Graphlo: ~uttaScheibe,EellPolli
;.:"~ .":_.:'.'~~_:'". 1_'_~.""" _.", .'_... ;>~ •• ~.l~h·;·."-_',~!Ii,,....., __'..,;':' ,_ Ie.' '11 '. r, f ~ ;, .-,'
._._ ._~..: j....-?':'l,... ,~.....::-~~_~,~~~~~~_: ';'::~ 'l'r~d-: :,~:,~;:',,:;'~;'~"," d,.; - c.·~
"Cars"
IILetters from
IwoJima"
IIHappy Feet"
IIMonster House"
'Wh······ ".',;:' t'\, ,,'\, ;' ; '~1 (s' /r-iO'.\ .\' .!.i .aJ '. ~") ..................-.
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant Culture Editor
Blood and Chocolate
Chocolate proves to 'be one of
the sweetest temptations out there.
However, "Blood and Chocolate"
presents its central character with
something even more tantalizing:
ahotguy.
GermanIndependentFilmmaker
Katjavon Garnier directs this thril1-
er about Vivian, (Agnes Bruckner)
a teenage werewolf whose identity
is jeopardized when she falls for a
human artist (Hugh Dancy).
She realizes she must choose be-
tween this newfound romance or
rem~in faithful to her family offel-
lowwerewolves. .
Catch and Release
Actress Jennifer Garner departs
frOiDher past role as aspy on the
televislonileries·Alias· .n hernew
fibn·Catch and Release."
Also.:~tarriJlg ,Juliette Lewis, .
• to
•moVIes.
Tlinothy Olyphant On the indie scene
and Kevin Smith.
The film follows Gray Notes on a Scandal
Wheeler (Garner) as
she struggles with her Juicy scandals prove difficult to
fiance's untimely death. resist. In "Notes on a Scandal" Sheba
Wheeler tries to re- Hart (Cate Blanchett), a novice art
build her life with the help of some teacher at a private school, befriends
friends (Lewis, Olyphant and an esteemed colleague,. Barbara
Smith) while simultaneously dis- Covett (Juai Dench). However, the
d tables turn when Covett finds out
covering the secrets her decease abo&-Hart's affair with a student.
fiance kept from her. .
"C tch and Release" wl1lbe fll1ed Covett reacts bitterly to the affair
with adrama, comedy and a teary since she considered Hart one ofher
ent or two. "" closest confidantes. This creates an
mom awkward situation as Covett holds
the power to reveai her new friend's
secret and ruin her life. "Notes on a
Scandal" will play at The Flicks.
Epic Movie
From the creators of the "Scary
Movie" franchise comes ·Epic
Movie." Like the ·Scary Movies,"
. "EpicMovie" satirizes mainstream
films.
Except this time, big-budget
flicks of the past like "The Da
Vinci Code," ·The Chronicles of
Narnia," ·X-Men" and ·Pirates of
the Caribbean" serve as victims.
Carmen Electra, Darrell
Hammond and Jennifer Coolidge
headline an eclectic cast of char-
acters.
If this film resembles the ·Scary
Movies" at all, audiences can sure"
ly expectaiot of crude, but humor-
•.ous scenarios, :
Volver
Also arriving at The Flicks this
Friday is ·Volver."Penelope Cruz
stars in this Spanish language film
about life after death. When a wom-
an (Cruz) returns to her recently
. deceased mother's house after a
long absence, she senses her moth-
er's presence. She has no idea how',
accurate her perceptions are, Her
mother's spirit. returns from the.
grave to resolve matters she didnof
get settle in life. • . .•...
-V0lver· explodes'Wi~ comedy; .•
~!~pranddrllI!1a;' .'
nominations for Inarritu's
"Babel," Guillermo del Tore's
: "Pan's Labyrinth" had six
: nominations and Alfonso
Cuaron's "Children of Men"
: earned three.
.Inadditionto "Dreamglrls,"
: Pitt and the "Sunshine"
; directors, Oscar nomina-
: tion morning offered other
: snubs galore.
. Veteran Oscar observ-
: ers were left wondering how
, ·Volver" was left out of the
'foreign language feature
: category, or how Golden
: Globe winner Sacha Baron
: Cohen missed out on a best
actor nod for "Borat,"
, Instead, "Volver" director
: Pedro Almodovar could take
: solace in the nomination for
. leading . actress Penelope
Cruz, a first-time nominee.
And Cohen ended up sharing
a best adapted screenplay
nomination with the rest oT
: his "Borat" team.
Additional debate can
certainly be stirred over
Leonardo DiCaprio get-
ting his best actor nomina-
. tion for "Blood Diamond,"
rather than "The Departed"
or for first-time nominee
Mark Wahlberg grabbing the
Scorsese film's lone support-
ing nod over Oscar favorite
Jack Nicholson .
Lest anybody think that
· critical praise is a prerequi-
site to Oscar glory, Tuesday
morning saw nominations
1\0 to "Click" (best makeup)
· and "Poseidon" {achieve-
ment in visual effects),
: while the blockbuster sequel
: "Pirates of the Caribbean:
· Dead Man's Chest" actually
got four nominations.
The 79th Academy Awards
will be presented Feb. 25 at
the Kodak Theater.
The show, telecast live on
• ABC,will be hosted by Emmy
I;,5Yi::~"f~l\t:~~.l(l1~!Jn~~~~~;c"'<\",.'..
b · I./" ... !~, ;'J""<" ,"__ '~ uerc» 1111 It.: ..; -::C}; i;
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••~•f 1\velve future NFL players who
irepresent the best in college foot-ball will showcase their skills in the, ninth annual State Farm College
~ Football All-Star Challenge,
~ taped at Orange Bowl Stadium
~ on Tuesday, Jan. 30 at 1 p.m. ET'
~ and airing on ESPN Super Bowl
: weekend, Saturday, Feb. 3 from 4-6
.. p.m.ET.
• Kirk"Herbstreit leads the ESPN
;, broadcast team for the ninth annu-
" al State Farm College Football All-
:: Star Challenge.
:1 This year's talented field in-
cludes quarterbacks Chris Leak of
Florida, Troy Smith of Ohio State,
Drew Stanton of Michigan State
and Jared Zabransky of undefeat-
ed Boise State. Rounding out the
competition are Auburn running
back Kenny Irons, Tennessee wide .
receiver Robert Meachem, Miami
tight end Greg Olsen, Notre Dame
running back Darius Walker and
kickers Mason Crosby of Colorado,
Justin Medlock of UCLA, John
Vaughn -of Auburn and Andrew
Wellock of Eastern Michigan.
Produced by Chicago-based
Intersport, the State Farm College
Football All-Star Challenge is
one of the most highly-anticipat-
ed college football events of the
year. Last year's event featured
four first-round NFL Draft picks
(Vince Young, DeAngelo Williams,
Vernon Davis and Sinorice Moss)
and scored the highest cable rating
, of the day.
The State Farm College Football
All-Star Challenge is a unique
skills-and-drills competition that
tests the finest college football stars
in the country prior to their entry
into the NFL.
Players participate in a variety
of competitions showcasing their
speed, agility, strength and stami-
na. In the eight-year history of the
, event, 29 competitors have gone on
to become first round selections in
the NFLDraft.
With a 62-53 road victory over
Hawaii on Jan. 20 the Boise State
women's basketball team got out to
the best start in conference play in
nearly three decades. The last time
a Boise State women's basketball
team started conference play 5-0
was in 1977-78.That BSUteam ran
out to a 10-0 start in the Northwest
Women's Basketball League.
"Itwasagreatwinforourprogram
and our team," BSU Head Coach
Gordy Presnell said. "Itwas the first
time we've ever won in Hawaii as a
program. Wejumped out to an early
lead, faced some adversity. We had
a lead of 13 three different times,
then they came back with all the
momentum and narrowed it to one.
And then in the last five minutes,
we kind of stepped up."
Heading into the game against
Utah StateWednesdaynight BSUre-
mained in first place of the Western
Athletic Conference standings.
"We're five and zero in league
and all that means is that we're off
to a great start," Presnell said. "We
haven't accomplished anything.
But if we can with these two games
this week; that Idaho game would
be a winning season. 16wins is a
winning season and that's the first
time that's happened in a while, so
that would be a neat thing. But no
one's going to hand it to us, we've
got to gowork and earn it."
One ofthe reasons the season has
been so unique for BSU is the fact
that they don't have a go-to scorer at
the moment. Although sophomore
Jessica Thompson leads the team
in scoring, averaging 15 points per
Women's .basketball team is
off to best start in 30
The women's basketball team hosts Idaho Saturday with hopes of staying in first place in the WAC standings.
Zabransky earns spot in
All-Star Challenge
BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor
game, the Broncos still have three
other players hovering around ten
points per game and another three
averaging right around five.
"I'm a big believer in defining
roles and making. sure that (the
players) arc held accountable to
their roles," Presnell said. "What
(the players) think their role is, is
irrelevant as to where it fits in with
the team. And those girls have em-
braced their roles so far and have
excelled at them. And that's put us
to where we are right now."
Heading into Wednesday's game
against the Utah State the Broncos
were 14-4 overall on the season.
They were also outscoring their
opponents on average 68.5 to 61.6.
It might not seem that overpower-
ing, but their tough schedule has to
be taken into consideration. In the
pre-season Boise State went toe-
to-toe with Pac-Ifl foe University of
Oregon, Big-East power Pittsburgh
and Big-l0 contender Purdue. Also
add the game against, then-un-
beaten, San Diego a game at UNLV
and above all a trip to Ruston, LA.
against Louisiana Tech in early
conference play. It's hard not to re-
spect their record with all that con-
sidered.
"1think you have to have a hump
win so to speak," Presnell said about
finding a defining win. "Beating The
University ofOregon at Oregon and
then the game against Pittsburgh.
Youknow,we didn't choke the game
away (against Pittsburgh). They
hit a big shot at the end to win
it by one, I mean a desperation
three-pointer. Those were hump
games for us. All of a sudden we're
thinking, hey you know what, we
can play. We can play on the road,
BSU gymnast earns
WAC Player of the Week
Boise State University's Katie
Griffishas been named the Western
Athletic Conference Gymnastics
Specialist of the Week for the week
oOan.23.
It is the first such honor of the
season for the Broncos, Griffis, a
junior from Snellville, GA., tied
a career high with a 9.80 on bars,
helping to lead the Broncos to
their highest single-event score
of the season against Brigham
Young, Jan. 19.
Griffis followed upwith a 9.725on
beam for the second-consecutive
meet. Griffis and the Broncos con-
tinue their season this week with
meets at San Jose State University
(Jan. 26) and Sacramento State
(Jan. 28).
Promotion lets fans
customize their Athlon
Sports magazine cover
Last year, Athlon Sports
Communications, publisher of
America's Premier Preseason
Sports Annuals, produced eight
different college football maga-
zines - Atlantic Coast, Big Ten,
Big Twelve, Eastern, National, Pac
Ten, Southeastern and Western
Athletic Conference - featuring
43 different covers.
For the 2007 college football
preseason, Atblon Sports has an-
nounced its Limited Edition Covers
promotion, which gives fans an
opportunity to see their favorite
college team featured on an Athlon
Sports College Football cover.
From now until Mar. 15 fans
can sign up by visiting athlons-
ports.com. Signups are restricted
to teams that have not previously
appeared on a college football an-
nual as the only featured school.
In order to qualify for a' cus-
. tom cover, 1,000 commitments for
that school must be received. by
the Feb. 12.
If that quota is reached, emalls
to purchase the custom cover for
$6.99will be sent out February 15th
to those who signed up; If at least
1,00Q.~rdersare received byMarch
15th, ..the.orders will be processed
and the Special Edition Cover Will
go into pr~duction •...... '
All orders. Will be shipped ,
beglMingJune61h. . ,
we can play people." the free throw line, whereas their
Even more impressive may be opponents are shooting just a shade
that amongst those aforementioned over 65 percent. As Coach Presnell
games BSUwent 4-2 against those has emphasized so often this sea-
opponents. It may be no wonder son, sometimes it's the little things
why the Broncos have gotten off to that couni. '
such a hot start in WACplay. "It feels pretty good when your
"I think when you get one of offense is producing well and your
tliose games that you didn't think defense is doing well," Presnell
you were going to get, then all of a said. "Those are all Important and
sudden you get so much confidence it is the little things, we try to be as
_ and I think that's really helped," detailed as we can be."
Presnell said. . Presnell and his squad wi1I look
Of all the keys to success this to continue their winning ways
season, versatility may be the against a struggling University
most important one. With guards of Idaho team in Boise Saturday
Tasha Harris, Nadia Begay and night.
Thompson all shooting well from "Tluiy'reextremelywellcoached,"
·the·perimeter BSU's..posts '.have" Presnellsald ilbout'Idaho;"They're:
been' the perfect compliment. going to be very, very disciplined.
Amanda Stewart, Jackie Thompson They have the leading scorer in
and Michelle Hessing are all shoot- the league in Katie Madison. She's
ing over 50 percent from the floor. about a five-foot, l l-Inchfreshman
Jackie Thompson has led the group and a big, strong kid. They'll be real.
and despite being currently injured fundamental and one of these days
has hit a blistering 63percent of her they're going to get one of those
shots from the field this season. hump wins that I'm talking about,
"Obviously we don't out-athlete it just can't be here."
anybody and we don't out-size any- With the Broncos getting off to
body," Presnell said. "But to the oth- such a hot start, it's' hard not to
er side of that, I think we're kind of start looking ahead to a possible
difficult to guard because we have WACChampionship or a berth in
four or five people out on the floor the NCAA Tournament in March.
almost all the time that are capable Presnell, however, remains focused
of scoring." on the task at hand.
The Broncos ability to play in- "I've always felt like if you talked
side and outside stretches even be- too much down the road, you dis-
yond the offensive end ofthe court. respect your next opponent and
Heading into Wednesday night's then you get humiliated," Presnell
game, the Broncos were averaging said. "You get humbled pretty fast
more blocks and more steals than in sports."
their opponents this season and As for humbling opponents, the
they were also turning the ball over Broncos have done their fair share
less than their opponents. If you of that so far this season and at the
didn't think that's enough BSU is same time have gotten of to the best
shooting just over 70 percent from start in 30years.
Women's Basketball
Qyick-facts
01/23/07
All-Time Record - 490-416
All-Time WACRecord - 26-52
WACTitles - 0
2004-05 Record -10-19
2004-05 WACRecord - 4-14
2005-06 Record - 15-15 '
2005-06 WACRecord - 6-10
NCAAAppearances -1 (1994)
NCAA Record - 0-1
WNIT Appearance - 1 (1998)
WNIT Record - 0-1
The BSUwomen's basketball program is in its
37 year of competition
BSU recorded its first non-losing record in six
seasons in 2005-06 in Coach Presnell's first
season as head coach.
With a win over Hawaii Jan. 20 the Broncos
recorded the best conference start in program
history since 197.7-78
The 1977-78 team started 10-0 Northwest
Women's Basketball League
In 2005-06the womeIiturned in their best re
. bounding season in school history, recording
.1,252. . . .. . ....
Is Parcells done with;the
NFL? 1 think: not
BY BRIAN LUPTAK
Sports Columnist
What do you know? Bi1IParcells
has called it quits ... again. In the
past, a resignation from Parcells has
been a crywolf situation resulting in
a quick, easy recovery into the driv-
er's seat of another team doomed-
to-be-dumped-by-him as well. This
time, however, sports enthusiasts
and especially fans, of the Dallas
Cowboys believe that he's finally
throwing in the towel for good.
When Parcells returned from re-
tirement for the second time, follow-
ing three separate resignations, it
was to signwith the Dallas Cowboys
under the most hands-on owner and
general manager in the league, Jerry
Jones. The partnership seemed to
be positive and hopes were high as
he tackled the task of reminding the
Cowboys what the playoffs are. The
team had experienced three straight
5-11 seasons prior to the arrival of
Parcells. Yet the legendary coach
reached the playoff stage two of the
four years he spent in Dallas, includ-
ing this season. Yeah, he brought
them back to the playoffs. But who
could forget the quick departure
from the - elite list of Superbowl
hopefuls, the moment Tony Romo
fumbled a fundamental field goal
snap and came up two yards short
of a touchdown while scrambling
for recovery? Heartbreaking. The
playoff loss was the second of two
for Parcells while with the Cowboys,
amid his pursuit to become the first
coach to lead three teams to the
Supe~~owI. "
Parcells entered' the :Ieague
rather 'quickly-When he won two
Superbowls in eight years as coach
of the Giants. I guess Bi1Ithought it
was a good time to quit while he was
ahead. Following a tenure consisting
of only two losing seasons, Parcells
retired and worked for two yeats as a
studio commentator.
Then came the short NewEnr.limd
Patriots era which he began in)993,
went to the Superbowl and lost to
the Packers in 1996,had had enough
and quit again. However, eight <lays
later he was begging Patriot owner
Robert Kraftto release him to coach
the New York Jets. Talk about some
downtime.
The Jetsexperience was even more
short-lived.Parcells only stayed long
enough for one trip to the playoffs in
three seasons before vowing to nev-
er coach again, That promise was
almost believable when he waited
until 2003 to make his most recent
coaching debut with Dallas.
Now for the big question: Is Bill
Parcells really done this time? Think
what you want but I'm give that a
big N-O. Parcells is the kind of guy
who sees reasoning in very awk-
ward manner. He had certain moti-
vation for leaving teams in the past
and this is the same story. In New
YorkPart I, he felt it was as good as
it could get. At New' England, he
didn't have enough control and ul-
timately couldn't stand not making
his own draft choices. With the Jets,
he was frustrated from the injury of
his quarterback, Vinny Testaverde,
and a disastrous season in 1999.
Finally comes the Dallas Cowboy
saga. I diagnose it as a severe case
of mood swings. He starts the sea-
son with a 'quarterback deemed by
one commentating crew "as immo-
bile as the actual Statue of Liberty."
This results in a rough start to the
season before switching to Tony
Romo. Romo quickly becomes the
new icon for achievement in Texas
as the Cowboys begin to roll uphill,
However, with the constant 'stress
provided by having TerrellOwbnson
the roster and ultimately the playoff'
fiasco, Billnearly lost it. ! '
- The cure: a year off and tlrtk an-
other fresh start Parcells may be 65
years old but I believe his blood is
still pumping solely for the NFL.At
the very least, I can see him return-
ing as the General Manager of'some
lucky organization where we! can
only hope he will sustain his one of
a kind personalltY/oward his team,
the public, andespeciaUy the~oor
members of the press> . • ..''.
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end ofthe season: oster on the floor.
,i'. WhileB.~U has faced an array The Bulldogs start Quinton
·Of styles anart~niposthis year the Hosley (6'6",' 210), Hector
The records aren't bad for thegamestyle"thc1<will see against Hernandez (6'9", 225), Dominic
Boise State and Fresno State ';Fresno'spod\~bi{unlike anything McGuire (6'6", 210) and [a'Vance
men's basketball teams this sea_elseinlheWAC. BSUHead Coach Coleman (6'3", 215). Point guard
son. However, after three weeks of Greg Graham said Monday that Kevin Bell is the only player in the
Western Athletic Conference play, Fresno plays five players that could starting line up under six-feet tall
neither team is£.o~i~9",.!;~~ra~~~"all be guards. He also said Bronco (5'10", 165).The 6'9" Hernandez is they] Ilk
~'fJ!'mt'lll~Mie:~W:IUss fans can expect the Bulldogs to thi . "';". . we played~:,
columns either. /4"1'",S~00t more three's than any otb't!r tempts this season with 90. One of ballfollrthnes. de sorn ,that many
Through the first six games 9~)'.)~lilJ.llBS~ has faced this s~ason. -" the main reasons the big man has would see the performance etffveor six
the regular season BSU)las gqi'They re avery athletic team, shot so many three's is because sive, Coach Graham said h d be great,".
2-1 at home and 1-2onte road.fGraham said. "They shoot a lot he's shooting 52 percent from long it showed the true knowledge Karl game against
a perfect.500 winnin~ percentag .;.of threes, verY.,up-tempo. We've range on the season. has for the game, Fresno will be the finalo\leof
Fresno State, meanwhile, is'recov- ' had good games with them in One of the weapons Coach Although ,no'Que made mention the home schedule BSU has: en-,
ering from a three game skid dur- the last couple'years, some high Graham will use to try and coun- of Karl's unselfishness following joyed over the past two weeks. The ,
ing the last two weeks of the sea- sco~ing affairs. We expect the teract the Bulldog attack is BSU's the contest,.;Grahllm mentioned Broncos will play three of the next
son. Fresno opened the season with same. Every time we say that it depth. The Bulldogs only have six how impres~~~ he-was with Karl's four games on the road. BSUwill
home wins over Idaho and Utah turns the other way but they've players averaging over 20 minutes patience .o,~i:repeated occasions. play two more home games before . .
State.Since USU,the BUlldogshave got thft~of:f~llrguys lilat are all- per game, while the Broncos have According:tttGraham, Karl didn't finishing the season at Fresno State WesternAthle(~e8;~~e;rce Standmgs
llfop"",.r i tUniversity lea~l!.~~1iat'es:B'- - been dealt the luxury of playing a force any "~hots because he was and Hawaii. " "~
,<State and SOf~!d;h.}s season the Bulldogs different com~ination of players content with letting players like BS.Ualso has to travel to. ~ew e, ~~r~); Overall Preseason
eno'backto:=~PlayerS that have all Sh~~_.::~~~~~~~,~~ina,qA1"~hnn~~~,,,~~~t£~a::::;;~~=:<~=;n:~te'",Id:I:~~fl~~~sl~m\ ,,''!''~~.\ Record Record Hank
, in-"'Mme~;i''W~uT4:~;~~jj~~:g,r-6~r si~engthst""'A~id~ ......·=;;m lete team end Ofr - ",~iJ~lay;:~.'~: ~~~'~~te'< 5-1
'depth-Ulls year," Graham said. effort~\,:tl'e'fs(ands 3.lJtahSlate'" 4-2
"When we're all playing we've been "Bro continuing the 4.LaTech ~4-2
very good; especial . ways at home. A strong ~.ij~iseStat
Hopeful home record will be necessary if ;~~.~~.q}l ~,h}Jm;~,~l[4i~~~ItJlWi\llf£il(~~~~~~:'i;~"\I~7:0"1 ~:"l 1t<~(td~lf3"""",,·it'~~l'.\li¥(,;j!;'n'F'''''~·!
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
Stars
BoiseState FresnoStale
~ d··
!liOv~rallHecord, 9.0'
~c!..onfctcncc J 3-3 ~
Non-Conference 6·5 '~
'Jt Home Attendance 4219.
n;Att-Made 9<\4-444
FGPercentage .470
l'I'Att·Made'
FT Percentage
Points per game
TotalRebounds 634
Average Rebounds 37.3
Rebound Margin +.U
Assists 263
-:rurno\'crs 262
lilockedShots 57
Steals 103
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f. Kafouroubrings Greek flavor to track team
BY MICHELLE MILLIKI;,N
Sports Writer
The 2007 Boise State track-team
features many international faces,
including several Greek jumpers.
One of these jumpers, sophomore
Elena Kafourou, has been leav-
ing her mark on BSU track sfnce
last season when she won both
the Indoor and Outdoor Western
Athletic Conference Freshman of
the Year awards.
Kafourou was born on an island
in.Greece,where she.lived until she
was nine-years old. After moving to
Pireas, Greece, Kafourou has been
blowing away the competition in
her homeland since her youth. She
has won the long jump in the Greek
championships for athletes under
23-years old for four consecutive
years. She holds the record dis-
tance for juniors and youth. She
just added the triple jump to her
list of events about a year ago, but
still managed a second place finish
in that event last year.
As much talent as she has ex-
hibited in jumping, she said thatit
wasn't really something .she con- .
sciously chose to do originally.
"I started jumping when I was
little," Kafourou said. "Because I
was tilll, they just put me in it. So
I didn't really have a choice. But I
grew to like it because it's become
my life. .There's a lot of passion in
it."
When jumping first brought
her to the United States for col-
lege she had the Intent of coming
over with her coach and jumping
for the University of Nebraska at
Omaha. She went to school there to be excited about when it came jump and I could have advanced to
until October of her freshman to Kafourou's performance last the finals in the championship for
year but she never competed for year for the Broncos. She won the the triple jump. I could say it was
them because she got an offer to - triple jump title at the WACIndoor' a successful year, but I could have
jump for Boise State instead. Her 'and Outdoor Championships and done better." '
time here in Boise began in January competed in the. NCAA Outdoor Her hopes for this season reflect
oflast year. Champio'nships for the triple those "could haves."
In the short tlmethat Kafourou jump. "First of all, I want to make it to
has been here she's noticed 'a lot She also had a good showing in' nationals for Indoors," Kafo,urou
of differences between her the long jump. She placed third . said. "Iflt's possible, Iwantto make
homeland and Boise. in the WACIndoor Championship it for both events. I hope for the
"People here' are different," _ , and second in the WAC Outdoor best there. For the outdoor season,
Kafourou said. "They talk to you' Championship. Despite all of the my goal is to get to regionals and
a lot. easier and they're more early success, however, she feels advance to nationals. I also want
friendly. They also point things that she could have done better. to do well in the European Under
out more when you look good or "Most people thought that I 23 Championships with the Greek
you do something well. The weath- was successful," Kafourou said. "I national team this summer."
er's a .little colder," Kafourou thought it was okay for my fresh- Kafourou will be back in compe-
added with a laugh. "People here man year, butI thought I could tition Friday and Saturday at Boise
are also more into sports than they have done better with nationals. State's second indoor track meet
are in Greece." I could have .advanced to the of the year, the Bronco Invitational
Boise State track fans had a lot NCAAChampionships for the long. in Nampa.
PHOTO COURTESY BRONCO SPORTS
BSU will compete in the
Bronco Invitational Friday
and Saturday in Nampa.
Idaho. Stampede roll into home games
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer
The Idaho Stampede are the
best defensive team in the NBA-
Development League right now
and it shows.
During their impressive
l l-garne winning streak the
Stampede have held eight of their
.opponents under 90 points and
have led the league in defensive
rebounding. According to head
coach Bryan Gates the team's
defense has been its focus
all along.
"We're making teams play to our
strengths and we're refusing to
run up and down with them and
that has been a big part of our suc-
cess," Gates said.
Defense may be a pivotal part of
why Idaho stands atop the Western
Conference, but their offense
hasn't been too bad either. The
Stampede average just less than
100 points per game this season.
In the span of their past 11games,
however, the team has averaged
more than 100points per game.
Ask forward C]. Miles, who has
temporarily left the Utah Jazz to
join the Stampede, what the team's
key to success is and he'll tell
you it's unity.
"Everybody being together
and playing together has been
important and helped us create
a chemistry that's hard to beat,"
Miles said.
That team chemistry has helped
the Stampede become one of the
most dangerous teams in the
league, but that has not always
been the case.
Idaho began the season 0-5
and won only two of its first eight
games. Since then, they have
stormed back to win 14 of 15 to
take a half game lead in the West.
Coach Gates 'was quick to point
out one major improvement that
has helped transform the season.
"To be honest with you, we
played Ronell Taylor more min-
utes and put him in the starting
line-up," Gates said. "We're excit-
ed about his future with us."
Taylor, a 6-4 guard from
the University of Alabama-
Birmingham, has provided a
much-needed spark in the start-
ing line-up, leading all scorers in
the win against Bakersfield last
Sunday with 23 points. .
"He gives an edge that we were
looking for,"Gates said. "He has re-
ally stepped up and we're pleased
with that."
Taylor, along with Jeff Graves, a
forward out of Kansas, who leads
the team in rebounds, and C},
Miles have helped the Stampede
(16-7, 12-3 conference) elevate
themselves to the best record in
..
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the league.
With that record comes expecta-
tions, however. Idaho can no lon-
ger fly under the radar unnoticed.
The Stampede's defense,
which ranks second in the league,
will be L~portant but Idaho
needs to' continue to improve
offensively. .
Luckily for Coach Gates they
should have the weapons to
do it. Miles said he believes
that the Stampede can compete
with anyone.
"With the athletic guys we have
we're able to get out on the break
and guys can finish who can shoot
well," Miles said. "We've been do-
ing a good job of making teams
pick their poison. We can feed it in
the post, if not, we've got guys that
can make shots from anywhere or
guys that can penetrate and hurt
you."
There is little doubt the
Stampede are multi-dimension-
al. Coach Gates is working with
Peter Ramos out of Puerto Rico
and Mouhamed Saer Sene out of
Senegal, both towering more than
seven feet tall.
The two big men have been able
to establish a dominant presence
in the paint all season long.
If it's not inside, the Stampede
can get it done with guards Ronell
Taylor and Randy Livingston.
Both experienced players can hurt
teams from the perimeter.
"We're a great half-court ex-
ecution team on both sides of the
ball," Gates said. "We'll get our
lay-ups and our shots, but it's im-
portant that we control the paf-p.
on both ends."
The Stampede will now turn
their focus and their winning
streak toward Forth Worth (13-
6 overall), who Idaho beat on the
road back in December 106-100.
Fort Worth is only 5-5 in their
last ten contests but is certainly
not a team to overlook.
"They've got a lot of good pe-
rimeter players and a lot of good
shooters that we have to defend
well," Miles said. "We just need
to keep playing hard and keep
the streak alive."
Forth Worth is looking to gain
ground in the Eastern Division
as they trail Dakota by a game
and a half. The Stampede know
they're up for a challenge against
a good shooting team.
"We've got to defend the three
point line and keep them off the
offensive glass to win," Gates said.
"We've got to control dribble pene-
tration and not play at their pace."
The Stampede will face
off against Forth Worth on
consecutive nights, Wednesday
and Thursday, at 7 p.m. in
Qwest Arena .
• We hire sharp college students to sell
pest-control contracts door to door. Andrei
First year reps can realistically earn
$51,000
•
$17,000 to $30,000+ (Experienced reps
Briancan earn much more). $35,500
• Family owned and operated in
Portland, OR & Boise, 10.
• Honest, Direct Leadership provides McKay
excellent training and structure. $31,000. . .
• Work directly with ownership that will
~(
value you-not with some middle manager Andrew
or marketing company that will treat you $29,200
like a number.
• Upscale, Furnished Housing provided. Justin
• Signing,Gas, and Recruiting Bonuses. $25,400
Noah
$70,200
Ryker
$56,000
, .
. ' Our sales reps averaged over $33,000 last summer!
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RENT IT
ROOMMATE
ROOMMATE WANTED to
share two bedroom apt. with
BSU student. 757-9441 call
zack
MALE ROOMMATE - room
open In 2 bed 1 bath condo at
Broadway and Pennsylvania.
$315.00 a month and $150
deposit. No smoking, drugs,
pets. call 340-0229 or 433-
9349.
Prequalily today at
l~m~!fi)[@@_COm
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Investmenr Properties
Jessica Hunt
Real Estate
Professional
wwwJtsSirohunt.com
C208.411.1677
F208433.4587
jhuntOholland_lty.lnfo
SElLIT
HOME/
FURNITURE
LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new In
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
ASOK, YOUR ASSIGN-
MENT IS TO BUY A
DISPLAY CASE FOR
OUR AWARDS.
SELL IT
888-1464.
BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH Stain Resls-
tant.t Lifetime warranty.t Still
In boxes.t Retail $1395. Must
selll $499.t 888-1464.
KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATIRESS set brand new'
In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.
7.pIECE CHERRY Bed-
room set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. NeW-in-box. Vl11ue
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 888-
1464.
FULL SIZE ORTHOPE·
DIC MATIRESS Brand new
In package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.
BED-QUEEN PILLOW
.TOP mattress set. Brand
new, still In plastic, warranty.
Retail $599. Must sell $119.
Can deliver. 921-6643.
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mat-
tress set. Brand new In plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
855-9688
KING MATIRESS & BOX
still In factory wrapper- $295.
208-919-3080
POOL TABLE wi complete
accessory pkg. Never used.
Retail value $3500, asking
$1450. Call 208-362-7150
LEATHER SOFA SET
Brand new sofa, loveseat &
chair. In store value $2500, will
sell $1295. Call 208-362·7150
QUEEN MATIRESS +
BOX New, hever used. Ask-
Ing $195. ph. 208-919-3080
BEDROOM SET Cherry-
wood sleigh bed, 2 dressers,
2 nlghtstands, mirror & TV ar-
moir~. Retail value $SOOO,Vvill
ELE<;;:TRONICS
sell $2900. Call 208-362-7150
DISCOUNT COM-
PUTERSTORE
RJM Computers ir Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-tei-find parts and sup-
plies, expert computer repairs,
Intemet service, 4524 over-
land Road In Boise. (208) 47?-.
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwlre Wire-
less Intemet account. FREE
technical support, call 472-
2800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.
FLAT PANEL PC MONI·
TOR 15· Mlcrotek flat panel,
color computer monitor. 1 year
old. great condition $75 (208)
WORK IT
[<W
_ PART-TIME
NEEDED: Downtown real
estate office needs a part time
recepuonlst to help answer
phones. Part time hours are
flexible. Please contact David
Collins at 344-7477.
CONTACT MANAGER
NEEDED Our office Is In need
'WORK IT
of a contact manager. You will
contact existing c1ienta to· es-
tablish cross-sell opportunities
and schedule reviews. This
Isa perfect position for a col-
lage student or a stay at home
mom. Flexlbla afternoon &
early evening hours. The posi-
tion will start at $7.50 per hour
DOE. No experience neces-
sary. Please email a resume to
jvanwyk@farmersagent.com
or fax to 208-939-3223. Ques-
tions, call (208) 939-8485
TEACHER: PIT For Ages
2-6. Reliable, Patient, Montes·
sori Approach. Will Train. Ma-
ridian.288-1990.
BRONCOSNEED-
JOBS. COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed
In Boise. 100% FREE to Jolnl
Click on Surveys.
-
NEED EXTRA
INCOME FOR
THE NEW YEAR?
-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
-PART TIME
OR FULL TIME
-EVENINGS AND
WEEKENDS
-GREAT BENEFITS
-FUN AND CASUAL
ENVIRONMENT
$9 to $12 per hour
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please Call 658-4888
PART TIME EMPLOYEE
NEEDED Responsibilities
v~ry between product assem-
bly, deliveries, and customer
service. Salary DOE. Flex-
ible Hours between 8-5,
M-F. E-mail. resume to
Info@howl.com or call
342-1388. CLOSE TO
BSUI
.~
··.center_iif._~~_;·~!r~
,,- .' '. '. , '-.,--".',' ".-..~"i_;~j':
'Check<iut
EARN $500 PER
WEEK
United Fabrics a subsidiary
of Kuste Hotels, Ireland Is In
search of a representative in
the United states who will be
working for us as a part time
worker. We are willing to pay
10% for every transaction,
which wouldn't affect your
presenljob, If u are Interested
please give us a call or send a
mall, which ever suits you.
We Supply Duvets, Pillows,
. THEN GO TO THE
AWARDS STORE AND
BUY.A BUNCH OF
AWARDS BECAUSE
WE DONI HAVE ANY.
)
I CAl"\E FROM A I
DISTANT PLANET TO •
BRING YOU ADVANCED i~
TECHNOLOGY, BUT NO
ONE HERE WILL LISTEN!
\1/
.I Al"\ A SUPERIOR
BEING, YOU MORON!
LISTEN TO WHJ>.TI
TELL YOU AND THEN
DO IT!
\II
Classified ads may be placed four ways: on our website at-
www.arblteronllne.conl, email: c1assifieds@arblteronllne.
com, phone: 345-8204 ext. 100, or stop by the office at
1605 University Drive. (across from the SUB).
WORK IT
Bed linens, Covers, Mink
Blankets, Satin Bedspreads,
Apparels, and a host of others
as listed on our product page.
These products are being sup-
plied to our customers who
are In the untted states and'
some other countries around
the world.
These payments are InChecks
and Money Orders and they
would come to you In your
name to your location which
you'll provide to us,
So all you need to do Is to re-
ceive these checks or Money
orders which are payments
from customers for purchased
Items or payments to be made
out to clients (It would be deliv-
ered to you by FED EX or UPS
to your location)
As soon as you receive It, you
take It to your bank and cash
It, Then you take 10% of the
money and send the balance
to us through western union
money transfer. The transfer
fee would be at the companies
expense.
Hltp:/Iwww.kuste-hotel.coml
vacancles.hlml
E m a I I
contact@kuste-hotel.com
BIKE SHOP SALES-
PERSON- World Cycle &
XC Ski offers full and part-
time positions, fiexibility, and
benefits In a professional
and friendly environment.
tomaspatek@netscape.net for
SUMMER WORK
more Information.
'SUMMER SALES Look'
Ing For Sharp, Honest, Driven
People To Eam $15K-$45K
This Summer Seiling Pest
Control Door To Door. Offices
In Boise, 10 & Portland, OR.
Excellent Training & Upscale
Fumished Huu"lng Provided.
503-849-2814.
INTERNSHIPS
HIRING WELDERS Steel
& Stainless Steel Plpeshop
In Need Of MIGITIG Welders
In Nampa. Wages DOE. 463-
2948 ext. 1. gjpparsons@msn.
com.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Dolphins or
Marlins
5 Spill the beans
9 Wise men
14 Gymnast Korbut
15 Baltic capital
16 Son of Cain
17 Nose alert
18 Actor Aida
19 Fred's pre-
Ginger partner
20 Not severe
22 Part of Can.
24 Actor Mineo
25 Pipe type
26 Indeed
27 Reach 212
degrees
28 Memory
disorder
31 Enticement
32 Bread buy
33 Anthracite, e.g.
34 King or Ross
35 Spoke with
spasmodic
repetitions
38 Detective's load
41 In a jiff
42 Metric measure
45' Comic Johnson
46 Setups, of a
sort
49 Murray and
West
50 Hither's
partner?
51 Musical key
52 Cure starter?
53 Actor Kingsley
54 Patio
56 Kitchen
.appliance
58 Relative of etc.
60 Feed the kitty
61 In the future
62 Sports zebras
63 List element
64 Alphabetizes
65 Fill past full
66 Family men
DOWN
1 Computer task
array
2 Aged
3 Spend time
worrying
1125/U1© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Solutions4 Singer Carey
5 Fiber source
6 Happy song
7 Turkish title
8 Large headline
9 Chair
10 Too
11 Becomes
extinguished
12 Cream-filled
pastries
13 Winters of
Hollywood
21 Constructs
23 Once existed
26 Boris of Russia
27 l:Jsed leeches
29 Debt reminder
letters
30 Welcoming rug
34 Drinking spree
35 Notices
36 Very long period
37 Gangster's gun
38 Tourists' totes
39 Plains tribe
40 "Gone with the
Wind" composer
s a v
~ 3 .l
3 .l N
3 :::> v l:l
.l V 1 :l
S 3 .l v~~~...:-
3 l:l V
A
3
1
1
3
H
S
42 Emory
University city
43 Hit back
44 Reveres
46 So long
47 Recluses
48 Scared
53 Flower areas
54 Plump president
55 Different
57 Gangster's
heater
59 Afternoon
social
LOCAL ADULT BOU-
TIQUE currently seeking
applicants for Full-Time and
Part-TIme Sales Associate
Positions. EOE. Professional
atmosphere, Friendly environ-
ment. Please E-Mail Resume
to Jobs5022@aol.com ..
[......... .. . '.
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THE NEXT ONE IS
FOR "BEST UNETHICAL
FILLING OF AN
AWARDS SHOWCASE.H •
HOROSCOPES BY LINDA. C. BLACKTribune Media Services
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8- Do the best you can
with what you have. You'I1be weIl
rewarded. You'll gain not only
wealth, but also a lot of respect.
Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8- There are a couple
of chores you shouldn't ignore any
longer. Youknowwhatthey are,
though. Youmay not know how to
do them. More study is required.
COMICS_------.-,
Today's Birthday (01-25-07)
AIIowyourself a few adventures
early in the year, but be careful.
You'llbe staying closer to horne
after April. Don't have it be with a
broken leg.Better you should be
working on your garden,
Toget the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8-You're taking on new
responsibilities, and there will be
conflicts, Bepatientwith a person
who used to give you orders.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -
Today is an 8-You'vebeen thinking:
ofways to protect what you've
acquired, and that's good. Now,
relax with people who loveyou, in
a beautiful place. Don't buy or sell
anything.
Aq~arlus (Jan. 2ii-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7-Devote as much
time as you can to your latest
Investigation, Afteryou collect all
.the data, you get to build upon it.
That's the fun part. ..
I FIRED HIl"\
BEFORE HE STARTED
YAl"\MERING ABOUT
LINUX;
EASY COl"\E,
EJ>.SYGO.
(
Aries (March 21-AprllI9)
Today is a 7-You'll soon be in a
better position to make lots of
money. Bethinking about what
you'll do when you get there, so you
can do it quickly.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today Is a 7-Make the decision and
cinch the deal early. Uyou can't it's
better to wait. Regular chores take
precedence later and tomorrow.
Taurus (AprU20-May 20)
Today is a 6-YOU'vemade a tough
job look almost easy. Don't push
thatimpressloIltoo.far,Don'Hake
.on another Impossible task quite' .
yet. Get back to them later on that.
Libra (Sept. 23·0ct. 22)
Today is an 8-.Listen and learn
noma personwho's more willing .
.. to takearlsk. Youwon't have to
. do that at all. Foilowwhen the .
danger's over;
r Pisces (Feb. 19"Marc:h20)
TodayIsa7- You're~oiDglnto .
another lea~1ng phaSt!;p(!i:Q~s
GeJlllni (May21-June21). S~rplo(Oct. 23-NOv.21) It's because of aIiewthing~lci've .
Today is an 8-Soon, you'll be· Thday Isan 8·M!}kesure new.. ··boug1Jt.YouneedtO 1~~l1m!tD' ....~
into the doing part of the plan . sptems are running properly, and . ,useU ptoperly. Be ' .' .' '. "),<.'.
YOl1·te¥~~.KDow tha~new . .<; thenJt.old hack. Be~tehing tOf .' :,;brea. . ..,.
.....dlmtillti~~ariSe. PfoCeedwitli':'Proble¢Sto develop, ~d~
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